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ACBNDA ITEM 22 

PROCRUMBS AND ACTIVITIBS TO PROMOTB PBACB IN THR WORLD 

(a) RBPORT OI THB SBCRBTARY-GENERAL (A/46/549) 

(b) DRMT RESOLUTIONS (W46fL.15, A/lb/L 18) 

v  (interpretation from Arabic)! I call on the 

reprerentative of Coats Rica, who will introduce draft resolution A1461L.15. 

H,rr.m (Costa Rica) (interpretation from Spanish): I 

am particularly pleased to introduce agenda item 22, “Progranmea and 

activities to promote peace in the world". The title of this item, which 

originated with the General Assembly’s declaratiou of 1986 as International 

Year of Peace, clearly shows the action the peoples of the United Nations 

expect from the world Orgalization and their desire for the attainment of one 

of its paramount objectives, on which depends the survival of mankind: war lC1 

peace. 

The Secretary-General’s report, prepared pursuant to resolution A/44/11, 

adopted by the General Assembly on 24 October 1989, shows the many and varied 

activities being carried on by States Members of the United Nations, 

specialised agencies and ether organs of the United Nations systems snd 

interested non-governmental organisations, which have provided valuable 

cooperation and undertaken impo-tant initiatives to support the United Nations 

as it discharges its mandate. The common desire of the peoples of the whole 

world has acguired an impetus which choirs that we ara increasingly resolved to 

promote peace. This can be seen nationally nt all levels, and also in the 

regional and international spheres. 
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(Mrs, Castro de Barish, 
!ksts Rica) 

The work of the Peace Studies Unit of the Department of Political and 

Security Council Affairs has been very successful. Although many programmes 

have been developed, I shall emphasise one, which, because of its simplicity 

and symbolism, appeals to the greatest number of people of all ages and social 

circumstances: the "Light a Candle for Peace" initiative for the 

International Day of Peace. We would encourage the Unit to continue its 

activities to establish this as a tradition on the International Day of 

Peace. All the activities described in the Secretary-General's report are 

making us increasingly aware of the need to increase all activities to promote 

peace in the world. 

Paragraph 26 of the report lists a number of activities being carried on 

in Costa Rica. They involve the country's two main universities - one in 

San Pedro de Mantes de Oca, the University of Costa Rica, and the other in 

Heredia, the National University. In addition. the University of Peace holds 

seminars and round tables on disarmament and peace and has graduate programmes 

in international relations, cooperation, integration and peace, as well as 

programmes on ecology and protection of natural resources and the 

environment. On 1 October we began a graduate programme on natural resources 

aa sustainable development, entitled "Ecology and peace". We have held 

seminars on religion and peace, on labour relations and even on the role of 

journalists with regard to peace, as well as a meeting on the Latin American 

woman in the twenty-first century. 

In a message of 12 September for the International Day of Peace the 

Secretary-General said: 
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“Recent years have brought significant progress towards peace. The 

role of the UnitecI Nations in the promotion of peace has broadened and 

intensified. Now we are much closer to being the United Nations the 

Charter envisages.” (S(j/SM/I(US) 

We have seen hor old structures and patterns have given way to other 

options more in keeping with the times we live in. Nevertheless, despite the 

positive action that has been taken, more efforts must be made to ensure 

peaceful change and the establishment of new and fairer mechanisms to improve 

human and international relations. Various programmes and activities have 

been organired to promote peace in the world, focusing directly on t.he 

relationship between peace and the quality of life. They have highlighted 

growing awareness of the new concept of peace. The traditional idea that 

peace is the absence of war has been changed by recognition of the fact that 

action to guarantee ths survival of planet Earth cannot be postponed 

indefinitely. Peace and security cannot be seen as erclusivoly military 

concepts. The achievement of peace depends on individual freedom and justice, 

human development, development of the peoples and solidarity among the nations 

of the world. 

Here it is worth racalling an idea expressed by the Permanent 

Representative of Chile in the First Committee. He said: 

“This leads rnE) to think that, in the final analysis, the real peace 

dividend is not just a matter related to the use of resources released 

from military budgets, important though that may be. The real peace 

dividend is a political, intellectual and cultural one. The main benefit. 

should be our own capacity to think with open minds, and on the basis 01 

up-to-date criteria, about the problems of peace itrId security. WC lT\JSt 
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begin by recognising that the ideological division of the world eclipsed 

other security problems st least as important as the confrontation 

between the super-Powers. Rut, in addition, the cold war intellectually 

distorted our identification of the problems by defining them in terms of 

a friend-enemy dichotomy rather than in terms of permanent values.” 

There is n growing awareness in the international community that security 

and stability go beyond the military sphere. We have accepted the idea of 

interdependence between the military, economic and ecological spheres. 

Perhaps in the near future the international community will devote resources 

to human and economic development and to the environment, instead of to arms. 

That is our fervent desire. 

My Government believes it is vital to combat violence at all levels and 

in all environments, bringing home to people the need for dialogue to prevail 

over violence and reason over bitterness, so that young people bill soon be 

able to rea ize their desire for peace, social justice, freedom and 

understanding. To that end, we must make a sustained effort to promote with 

ever greater intensity those elements that will lead us to a twenty-first 

century that is more peaceful, more just and more human. 
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I should now like to introduce the draft resolution under agenda item 22 

contained in document W461L.15 entitled, “Prograrmnes and activities to 

promote peace in the world”. I have the honour to do so on behalf of the 

sponsors : Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Chile, 

Colombia, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, 

Honduras, Marshall Islands, Morocco, Nicaragua, Panama, Samoa, Saint Lucia, 

Senegal, the Sudan, Suriname, Togo. Ukraine, Uruguay, Venezuela and Zaire. 

Moreover, I am pleaqed to say that Cyprus, the Philippines, Poland and the 

Soviet Union have joined the sponsors. 

The draft resolution recalls that 1986 was proclaimed International Year 

of Peace. This proclamation became the keystone for generating a series of 

activities and programmes that are described in the Secretary-General’s report 

(A/46/549). These activities and programmes have been increasing and have 

stimulated greater interest on the part of the Organization’s Members, 

non-governmental organizations, academic institutions, scientific and 

educational institutions at all levels and individuals who wish to cooperate 

and assist the United hations in its efforts to attain one of its paramount 

objectives, namely, peace it: the world, 

We should like to emphasize the fourth preambular paragraph, wherein the 

General Assembly bears in mind that peace is not merely the absence of war, 

hut that interdependence and cooperation to foster human rights, social and 

economic de-elopment, disarmaTrnt, protection of the environment and 

ecosystems and the improvement of the quality of life for all are 

indispensable elements for the establichment of peaceful societies - peace 

dividends. It recalls tha’. we are all witnessing with satisfaction the 
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unprecedented peaceful and positive tranrformatioae that have taken place in 

many countriee of the world today. 

In the operative part of the resolution, it takes note of the report of 

the Secretary-General and erpreeeee its satisfaction at the many activities 

and progranznee inepired by the guideline6 prepared by the Secretary-General 

and by the designation of organiaatione and citiee ae “Peacr Ueeeengere” that 

have contributed positively to promoting peace. It welcomes the valuable and 

important role played by the Peace Studies Unit of the Department of Political 

and Security Council Affairs in promoting peace, encouraging activitise axzd 

exchanges of information on peace-related subjects among the non-governmental 

organizatione, academic and scientific institutions and cities around the 

world, and etimulating action to strengthen the United Nations as an 

instrument for peace. It also welcomes the important and peaceful changes 

that have taken place in many counLriee of the world in order to bring about 

political and social changes towards more democratic systems of government. 

It invites all sectors of the international community to continue their 

efforts to assist the United Nations in promoting peace in the world. Lastly, 

it requests the Secretary-General to invite them to report to him on their 

activities and initiatives in pursuit of those erlds, and to submit to the 

General Assembly, at its forty-eighth session, a report under the agenda item 

entitled “Programmes and activities to promote peace in the world”. 

My delegation and the other delegations that have sponsored this draft 

resolution, designed to maximize activities and programmes to prom%-ta peace in 

the world, will be extremely grat. -ul for members’ support of our text, which 

we trust will be adopted by consensus. 
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I should like to take this opportunity to express our support for draft 

resolution A/46/L.18 that will shortly be introduced by the representative of 

Poland. Its subtitle shows that there are various options for promoting the 

attainment of peace and stability in the world. 

We are convinced that the military option is not the only one, although 

of critical importance: but we must foster democracy, freedom, development, 

ecorlomic and human resources and the protection of the environment so that 

peace can become a reality. 

Accordingly, we have welcomed this initiative and we have joined the 

sponsors of that draft resolution, which is entitled, “Contribution of the 

Institute of East-West Dynamics to programmes and activities to promote peace 

in the world”. 

Twmm (interpretation from Arabic): I now call on the 

representative of Poland, who will introduce draft resolution A/46/L.18. 

Mr, MRQZIEWI~S (Poland) : The promotion of peace in the world may 

take various forms. In addition to steps towards disarmament, pragmatic 

measures may be conducive to the attainment of this principal objective 

confronting us. That is why the Polish delegation is a sponsor of the draft 

resolution on programmes and activities to promote peace in tte world, which 

has just been introduced by the representative of Costa Rica. That is also 

why we have the honour, on behalf of Albania, Belarus, Bulyaria, Costa Rica, 

Czechoslovakia, Estonia, France, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Ukraine, 

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom and the United 

States of America, to introduce under this agenda item draft resolution 

ki46f’L. 18 on the Institute of East-West Uynarnics. 
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The Institute was established in the United States two years ago at the 

initiative of the Conference on Resolving the Problems, Defining the 

Opportunities: A Project for Peace, hosted by the United Rations at ita 

Headquarters in January 1989, following the dramatic changes in tho East-West 

platform and the transformations within Eastern Europe, initiated by the 

development5 in Poland in 1989. Its purpose has been to promote the removal 

of political and economic barriers among developed market-economy countries. 

Accelerated economic progress and adjustments are critically needed. 

The development of blueprints for training in various management 

techniques, legal practices, parliamentary pracedures and other professional 

skills are the Institute’s main fields of interest. Various types of 

programnes are being prepared in consultation with never81 universities in 

order to work out a comprehensive curriculum 50 that universities and 

international organisations can train managers and other professional staff. 

The Institute will also run a parallel training programnt for parliamentarians 

within the framework of the Dee de of International Law. 

As part of its programme :3r nanagera, the Institute will arrange for 

appropriate internships to be made available by the private sector. Thus, the 

scope of activitiec of the Institute of ast-West Dynamics remains clearly 

vithin the purview of the United Nations, especially if we take into account 

the much advocated intentions to bring more pragmatism to the Organization's 

endeavours designed to assist interested Member States in restructuring their 

economies. 
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Under the draft roaolution, the Assembly would recognixe the transition 

to mre democratic systems currently under ray in several countries, an well 

aa the fact that facilitating this procesr should not be left outside the 

scope of interest of our Organisation. In this context, in one of the 

preambular parzgraphs the Assembly would express support for the strengthening 

of political, racial and economic links Moag all countries and regiona of the 

world by promoting greater contact, exchaoges and sharing of experience and 

expertise. 

Under the draft resolution the Assembly would welcome the establishment 

of the Institute and also reco5xme53 examining, in its further activities, 

issues and problens of the transitional process, in order to ease the 

readjust&Bent ourdea sod alleviate possible tensions which may undermine 

international atability and peace. In the draft resolution the Assembly would 

expresr the hope that the Institute will receive the widest possible support 

through voluntary contributions by public and private sectors. 

The draft resolution has no financ 

system. bet me expreas my earnest hope 

&s. KQr>Im (Philippines): 

ial imp1 ications for the United Nations 

that it wi 11 be adopted without a vote. 

Even as we speak in this Hall 

dedicated to the promotion of peace in the world, another peace conference, 

this timm in Madrid and focused OD the long-festering Arab-Israeli conflict, 

has just been convened. A week ago the Pa..is Conference on Cambodia concluded 

its Wrk with the signing of peace agreements that define and guarantee a 

conpreheDsive political settlement of the Cambodian conflict. Last September 

agreements achieved in New York between the Government of El Salvador and the 

Prente Parabundo Marti para la Liberation National marked a further step 

tovards peace in Central America. Months ear lier the Baltic Stat-es were back 

at peace with themselvea and on terms of sovereign equality with the 
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(Mrs. Kodiksra. PhilLepFaaa) 

neighbouriq Stator. These and a host, albeit a finits number, of other 

positive devolopmentr have come on the heels of the truly remarkable changes 

13 super-Powr relations during the past feu years. 1 adeed, the end of the 

~01.4 war has warmed the prospects for world peace. 

With so much to be justly jubilant about, distinguished speakers from all 

corners of the Eorld have stood at this very rostrum singing paeans to and 

waxing eloguent about the dawning of a new age, a new world order. There also 

have been all sorts of calculations of the so-called peace dividends. 

But, as the Secretary-General has noted in his report on this agenda item, 

“The ending of the cold war . . . has not created a peaceful world.” 

(h/_i6/!436) 

One reason for this is obvl.ous: we reap only to the extent of what we h8ve 

SOW. Peace dividends are possible only when and where peace investxwnts are 

made. 

Just like economic investmats, peacemaking and peace-keepicq involve 

risks, and the returns may take time to materialize. But it is heartening 

that the ways of peace are such that no peace gesture is so small that it 

loses significance, even as no peace effort is so great that it becomes 

impossible. 

To mark this year’s observance of the International Day of Peace, 

President Coraron Aquiao proclaimed the week of 7 to 14 September Peace Toys 

Week in the Philippines. It was not so much to make light of the rigours of 

peacemaking as to drau the interest of our young to fun without gurs and to a 

future without violence. Al 50, in line with this year’s theme for the 

International Day of Peace, the Archbishop of Manila issued a pastoral letter 

to all churches inviting them to hold candle-liqhting ceremonies on 

17 September last. 
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To prorote national reconciliation and peace with justice in the 

Pbilippinor, ne9otiatlon efforts are continuing between ou’ Government and the 

l stran9ed l loments of our society. Recently military officers charged with 

complicity in the failed coupr against our conrtitutional authority were 

rolesrod from detention to encourage their leaders to forswear further 

violence. falkr at the provincial level with leftist insurgents are hmlng 

v’goroualy purrued. he young GoLernraent of the autonomous region in southern 

Philippines is beinq provided with all requisite assistance and funda from our 

scarce resources to enable it to foster peace and development. The former 

?iret Lady and her family have heen given permission to return to the country. 

These pace investeutnts and others, without doubt, present risks to our 

country. But tbe challenges to durable peace can be hurdled only if they are 

faced squarely. The cause of peace is, after all, not for the weak of heart. 

If lasting peace is attainable at all, unwavering determination will achieve 

it. 

My delegation has joined Costa Rica and others in sponsoring draft 

resolution A/ld/L.15, and we also support draft resolution A/46/L.18, 

introduced by the representative of Poland, in the hope that the Assembly vi11 

adopt both draft resolutions by consensuil. For we believe that 

peace-mongering can be more potent than its alternative. 

If  rwnouru of war have in the past succeeded in actually incensing 

~mfillin9 combatants into tragic conflagrations, then it is all the more 

possible for gestures of peace to triwnph by prodding sensible peoples to the 

negotiating table. The mesaage of peace is universal, and its promotion is 

alrays a shared experience. 
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clr.L (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation 

f roll Ru~rian) : A rsjor aspect of the irsue before WI ie that it is aimed at 

further lobilisiag the efforts of the international coanuaity to form a 

qualitatively new world structure. The Soviet delegation has studied 

carefully the Secretary-General’s report (A/46/549), from which one can 

clearly l oe that tho offorte towards peace undertaken at thr? governmental 

level are being l uccemafully supplemented by parallel effsrtr of 

nan-qovormntal organieationa and social and scientific circles within the 

framework of measures to otrenqthen world order. Such prograrmnes and efforts 

au can he seen from the report are being carried on in all regions of the 

world. 

In our view, draft resolutioo M461L.15. introduced by the representative 

of Costa Rica, adequately reflects the urgency of the task of continuing 

effort8 to give assistance to the United Nations in respect of ensuring world 

security. 

Draft resolution A/lb/L.lEl, introduced by Poland, relate8 to activities 

of the Institute of East-West Dynamics with a view to giving practical 

assistance to societies undergoing a transitional period of development and 

assisting the formation of democratic institutes and market mechanisms. From 

this draft resolution it can be seen quite clearly that to construct a 

reliable and just world order it is necessary to have international 

cooperation in tbe social and economic development of all members of the world 

coarnunity by extending contacts and exchanging experience and knowledge. 

Considering the thrust of both draft resolutions the Soviet Union baa 

joined their sponsors and hopes that they will be universally supported here. 
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-pBmm (interpretatloo from Arabic)r The Genersi Aslermbly 

rlll now proceed to consider the draft reaolutione baforo ?t. 

The General Assembly will first take a decision 0x1 draft resolution 

A/46/L. IE‘ entitled “Programnes and activities t.o promote peace ia the 

world”. I have just been informed that C&to d’Ivo!ro has been adde.1 CO the 

lirt of sponsors. 

Way I take it that the General Assembly deciden to adopt draft resolution 

A/46/L.15 unaniwusly? 

Prnft renolufipe A/46/LJ5 was adem (resolution 46114). 

mm (interpretation from Arabic)8 The Assembly will nou 

take a decirion on draft resolution AI46IL.18, entitled “Contribution of the 

Institute of East-West Dynamics to programnes and activities to promote peace 

in the world”. I am informed that Guatemala and El Salvador have been added 

to the lia _ of sponsors. 

Hay I take it that the Assembly decides to adopt draft resolution 

A/46/L. 181 

ft rmoa A/46/~.10 wad adopted (resolution 46115). 

xh9 PRgm (interpretation from Arabic): I shall now call on 

representatives wishing to explain their position on the resolutions juat 

adopted. Hay I remind them that, in accordance with General Assembly 

imited to 10 minutes and should be made by decision 341401, explanations are 1 

delegations from their seats. 

ptr. HIEISa (Netherlands) : On behalf of the European Cormnunity and 

its member States I should like to make a few conments on the resolution 

concerning “Programma and activities to promote peace in the world”, which 

the General Assembly has just adopted by consensus. 
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Allow w firmt to recall the full support. that the turopsan Community snd 

ita rrcrmber Gtatea have always given to the objectives of the International 

Year of Paaco. 

Ilowa~vs r , the 6uropean Community and Its member States have xeservatiocr 

on certain aopactua of the resclution before us. AR they have dons on ptQViOUb 

occasiona, the European Cormnuuity and ita member Stat.8 feel t.hey must- cnco 

again draw the General Asaembly’a attention to the guidelines for 

international years laid down in 1980 which are respected neither by General 

Assembly resolution 44111 nor by the resolution that has just been adopted. 

The fear of thr European Cormunity and its member States seems to have coma 

true with the inclusion on the agenda of the General Assembly of an item 

entitled “Progransnes and activities to promoto peace in the world” which 

amounts to perpetuating an exercise that was to have been completed during the 

year in question, that is, by the end of 1986. 

Moreover, the European Community and its member States wish to point out 

that operative paragraph 3 of the resolution refers to the United Nations 

Peace Studies Unit, to which is entrusted what appears to be the follow-up to 

the International Year of Peace. The European Comnunity and its member States 

doubt the need for or the usefulness of such a structure in so far as the 

promotion of peace in the world is the very reason for the existence of the 

United Nations. On a purely administrative level it appears to be 

counterproductive to entrust the Peace Studies Unit with tasks as difficult 

and varied aa those mentioned in operative paragraph 3 of the resolution. 

We must insist on restating these reservations so that they can be taken 

into account in the drafting of the report which the Secretary-General, in 

operative paragraph 6 of the resolution, is requested to submit. 
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Horevar., becmus;n of their concern for peace, for the strengthening nf 

inc.srnatitmel sewrity and for the mnlution of coaf\i(qts by peaceful meatll the 

delegst!,oaa on whoaa behalf I have t..ha honour to spaak hsve joined the 

wnaenau?I $n spilt c!f their ,rerloua reaervatiolia about the re9olutlon which Y+P 

hbvs just exnmirwtP. 

Ma.?.H (NQrway: : On the behalf of the five Nordic countr!ee - 

Denmark, Iceland, Finland, Sweden and Norway - I rhould like to state that 

whereas we have joined in the consensus on the resolution we do, however, heve 

renervationR about certain element8 in the text, In this regard the Nordic 

countries endorse the explanation of position just made by the representative 

of the Netherlands on behalf of the States members of the European Conwnunity. 

The (interpretation from Arabic): We have thua concluded 

consideration of agenda item 22. 
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STATi3SiBN-T BY TNR PEXSIDDNT 

Th@ PRESIDENT: As all members are aware, I am conducting extensive 

consultations with all delegations. One of the matter5 we shall be discussing 

is the rationalination of the General Assembly's agenda. With regard to these 

discussions, I shall appreciate it greatly if, in considering any item to be 

inscribed on the agenda or any draft resolution to be submitted, delegations 

will think seriously about whether bringing forusrd wy matter would enhance 

the prestige, authority and efficiency of the General Assembly. The 

sub&ssion of a resolution involves much work for the Assembly, for the 

Secretariat and for all member Governments. If  we were able to achieve an 

objective by means other than a resolution we should be helping to realise the 

objectives of the consultations that I am undertaking at present. 

AGENDA ITEM 137 

RESTRUCTURING AND REYITALIZATION OF TXE UNXTEZJ NATIONS IN TEE ECONOMIC, SOCIAL 
AND BELATED FIELDS: REPORT OF TEE SECRETARY-GENEBAL (A/46/578) 

The PRIkIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): The report of the 

Secretary-General on the subsidiary bodies of the Economic and Social Council 

and of the General Assembly in the economic, social and related fields has 

been distributed this morning in document A/46/578. 

Mr. KUFUOB (Ghana): The Group of 77 has in various ways 

demonstrated its commitment to the process of restructuring the United Nations 

to make it more effective in the discharge of the responsibilities entrusted 

to it by member States under the Charter. We have initiated several proposals 

for reform in the economic and social fields. A recent initiative resulted in 

the consensus adoption, by the General Assembly, of resolution 45/264 of 

13 May 1991. In this resolution the General Assembly agreed on a number of 

reform measures relating to the organisation and functioning of the Economic 
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and Social Council - meamuren that we hope will enhance the prertige. 

authority snd l ffectivenenm of thm Council, particularly in the fulfilment of 

itr coordinating role. 

That romolutloa l mtablimhed a progranrne for carrying out the 

remtructuring l xorcime. Purmuant to the resolution, the General Assembly 

decided to undertake, at this semrion, a review of its submidiary machinery, 

am ~011 am th, uachinery of the Economic and Social Council. This review 

should be meen am a further step in the process of restructuring and 

revitaliming the United Nations in the economic, social and related fields - 

the procesm that the remolution initiated. 

He should remind ourselves of the overall objective of the restructuring 

exerciser to ensure 

“effective and efficient functioning of the intergovernmental machinery 

of the United Nations in the economic, social and related fields in order 

to be more responsive to the needs of enhancing international economic 

cooperation and promoting the development of the developing countries”. 

(reaolutionW) 

In this regard, we wish to emphasiae that the mandates and priorities of the 

aubaidiary bodies, as decided by the United Nations, remain valid and muat be 

preserved. Therefore the restructuring exercise ia not intended to change the 

mandates or to reorder the priorities of the subsidiary bodiest rather, it is 

concerned with improving the performance and progrm delivery of those 

bodies. In mOst caeea restrufturing will entail the strengthening of the 

bodies concerned. For instance, there is a clear need to strengthen the 

regional economic conbniasions - particularly those located in developing 

countries. 
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A&nittedly thim ir not an eary task. ax there are almost 150 xubsidiary 

bodier to be covored by the restructuring exercise. The Special Cornrnixsion of 

the Economic and Social Council devoted considerable time and effort to an 

examination of the whole gamut of aubxidiary bodien and, in the procexs, 

gained xome useful ioxights into their organixation and functioning. 

Unfortunately, however, it wax unable to make any agreed rscomnendatioos. 

~overthelerx. the Croup of 77 believen that the xpirit of reform im still with 

ux and that we rhould build on the experience of the Special Conunisxioa by 

making use of the inmights gained and by avoiding the pitfalls that, in the 

end, consumed it. 

Aa happened in the caxe of the Special Conxnission, it appears to u8 that 

we do not, at this session, have time to undertake a review of all these 

bodies. But, if we are to adhere to our mandate, we cannot adopt an 

improvised or ad hoc approach and focus on a number of bodies selected at 

random for restructuring. The approach must be comprehensive if consistency 

is to be ensured. Ue believa that compreheusive criteria should be elaborated 

for the purpose of evaluating the performance of all the subsidiary bodies. 

Even if we were unable to examine all the subsidiary bodies at this 

session we should be axsured that those that had not been examined would be 

evaluated on the baais of the original criteria. However , the criteria would 

have to be applied flexibly, as the peculiarities of some bodies might make 

exceptions necessary. But the need for such exceptions would have to be 

clearly demonstrated. Thus we would ensure that our work was systematic aud 

consistent. A schedule for examination of all the subsidiary bodies will have 

to be agreed upon ax part of a package for continuation of the restructuring 

process. 
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All the princlplom aqroetl upon in rerolution 451264 will, of course, 

apply- However, lot n underline the importance of the principle met out in 

paragraph 3 (c) of the annes to that rerolution, which staterr 

“Political will i8 an e8mentIal prerequi8ite for l nhancinq international 

cooperation. The aoclo-economic qoalr of th united Nation8 will reMin 

unachievable in the nbrence of the requirite political will of all 

State8”. ( b/~LR~ ) 
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fho wsy the United lfvtionr ryrtem aa a whole diechargal its 

responsibilities, whscher effectively or otherwise, depends to a greater 

extent on what its Member States a! low it to be, and usually it mirrors the 

val*rea and policies of the major actor@. A close analysis of the bodier that 

the dovoloped countrier have identified as in need of restructuring will 

reveal that the self-rame developed countrisa have not been participating 

actively in there bodies, and, as dominant actors, their absence has affected 

the deliberations and performancea of the bodies concerned. Qor instance, one 

cannot soi-dourly discuss science and technology for development in the United 

Nations in the absence of the industrialited countries. That is why we wish 

to enphasire that political will must be derwnstrated by all throughout the 

restructuring process and beyond.* 

I ahould like to clarify one issue relating to the work of the reformed 

Economic and Social Council. In accordance with General Assembly 

resolution 45/264, the Economic and Social Council at its organisational 

session will oelect the themes for the high-level and coordinating seqmentr. 

Whatever inputs may come from other bodies in the United Nations system are 

intended to facilitate the decision-making process of the Council in this 

regard and are not to ba understood as final. A definitve decision will be 

made by the Economic and Social Council itself at its orqanitational session. 

The Group of 77 wishes to pledge its cooperation and support to the 

President in the diacharqe of his responsibilities relating to this item. We 

shall, as always, be constructive. 

--- 

* Mr. Peananeach (Togo), Vice-President, took the Chair. 
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ml- (Netherlands) : The issue I am addressing today on behalf 

of the European Corununity and its member States is an urgent one and, at the 

same time, still a sensitive one. Tha restructuring and revitalisstfon of the 

United Nations in the economic, social and related fields needs to be carried 

further by taking decisive steps forward, and, at the same time, we need to 

consider carefully togethe- in an open dialogue what the best way forward 

actually is. 

This issue is urgent because we have to use the present momentum. 

Probably never before has there been so much trust in the United Nations as 

there is now. West and South and East do want to put the United Nations to 

better use. This issue is sensitive and delicate because the restructuring 

and revitalisation of the social and economic sectors have a long history, and 

not always one of continuous success. The Special Commission analysed and 

thoroughly esrunined the functioning of the United Nations system in the social 

and economic fields, but it failed in the end to propose concrete 

recommendations. We feel, nevertheless, that the work of the Special 

Commission served a good purpose, as di3 the discussioos that followed, first 

in the Economic and Social Council and later in the General Assembly. 

Those discussions contributed to a better understanding of the 

functioning of the United Nations in these areas and served as a launching pad 

for many good ideas that are now increasingly coming to the fore. They also 

led to some concrete improvements, particularly in the functioning of the 

Economic and Social Council, culminating in resolution 451264, adopted by the 

resumed session of the General Assembly in May this year. We regard the 

results of that resumed session as an important step forvard in this process. 
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All of this has cortributed to new mutual trust and to the conviction 

thst we can and must place the United lktions in a position from which it can 

meet the challenges not only of today but also of tomorrow. People have high 

expectations with regard to the United Nations and want the United Nations to 

be instrumental in bringing about a new world order - one that will include 

the social and economic fields as well. To reach that objective, we have to 

adapt the structures of the United Nations and revitalise the way we deal with 

some of the issues in it. 

The resumed forty-fifth session of the General Assembly bad three major 

achievements in this respect. First, the basic principles and guidelines for 

the restructuring and revitalisation process were established. Second1 y, 

agreement was reached on a set of measures by which a consolidated and more 

thematic Economic and Social Council was established, in which substantive and 

high-level dialogue on major policy issues in the social, economic and related 

fields will be at the centre. Thirdly, a non-exclusive agenda and a logical 

timetable were drawn up, reaching as far as the forty-eighth session of the 

General Assembly, for future action in the field of restructuring and 

revitalization in the economic, social and related fields. 

At its current session the General Assembly should review the subsidiary 

bodies of the Economic and Social Council and the Assembly with the objective 

of possibZu restructuring and revitalisation and of improving their reporting 

responsibilities and procedures with a view to avoiding duplication. 

It was agreed that the review should be based, inter alip, on the 

following criteria: First, it should ensure that the programme delivery of a 

subsidiary body meets the needs of Member States and that it is consistent 
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with the goalm and priorities of the United Rations in the economic and social 

fields. Secondly, the mama basic principles and guidelines for enhancing the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the subsidiary machinery should be applied as 

agreed upon in resolution 451264. Thirdly, the subsuming of highly technical 

functions of subsidiary bodies and expert groups by the Economic and Social 

Council should be avoided. Lastly, it should ensure that the subsidiary 

machinery in the economIcI social and related fields is able to offer sound 

rocomnendationa and advice a8 input iDt0 - au.3 not a substitute for - 

consideration and decisions by the Economic and Social Council and the General 

Assembly. 

The Secretary-General was requested to provide the General Assembly at 

this session with relevant information, including information on the status of 

subsidiary bodies and their reporting procedures, in order to facilitate the 

review of the subsidiary bodies of the ECODOmiC and Social Council and the 

General Assembly. We should like to express our appreciation to the 

Secretariat for the information it has provided to us. 

During the last summer session of the Economic and Social Council, in 

July 1991 - the last in that form - a preliminary exchange of views took place 

on the implementation of General Assembly resolution 451264. In our statement 

on behalf of the European Comnunity aDd its member States, a number of 

observations were made with regard to the restructuring of the subsidiary 

machinery. We noted in particular that many of irhe subsidiary bodies function 

reasonably well and that there is therefore no need to enter into a 

comprehensive review of all the subsidiary bodies of the Economic and Social 

Council and the General Assembly in the social, economic and related fields, 
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(Mr,QQr,Betharlaods) 

Wo also mado it closr that tbo testructutinq ir not aimed at eliminating the 

conaidetation of particular irruer but, on the contrary, at giving more 

qualitative an8 better-focused attention to thorn in order to increase the 

ability of the United Nations system to deal effectively with these issues. 

We observed that the testtuctutinq should focur on those issues that need to 

be addressed moto effectively and on bodies that ate uidely aeon as not 

fulfilling the tasks for rbich they were establirtmd. Lastly, we tecoqaixed 

that high-quality expert advice and tolevant policy recommendations ate needed 

to allow the Kconoaic and Social Council and the General Assembly better to 

understand the ianuea, to develop comnon policisa and to agree on appropriate 

action. 
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(i’b, bhjOQr, Netherlands) 

In the oama debate in the Economic and Social Council, the European 

Conrnunity and its member States mentioned 81 a non-exclusive list four 

specific subjects that deserve better treatment in the United Nation88 

natural renources~ new and renewable sources of energy; science and technolcqy 

for development; and technical cooperation between developing countries. 

Other delegations raised the subject of food, and particularly the role of the 

World Food Council in this respect. 

Various options for improving the manner in which the United Natirana is 

addressing these issuea can be considered. At the intergovernmental level, 

the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council, as Charter bodies, 

are responsible for system-wide policies on the issues concerned. These 

pol;ciea could be discussed where appropriate on a biennial basis under a 

relevant agenda item. Another possibility would be to devote a part of the 

coordination segment of the Economic and Social Council to a review of the 

activities of the United Nations system in a particular field or field8 once 

in a while. It could alao be desirable, depending on the topicality of a 

particular issue, that the Economic and Social Council or the General Assembly 

at some point give special attention to these subjects in a high-level 

discussion or segment. 

We suggest that the discussions in the Economic and Social Council and 

the General Aaaembly mainly focus on the activities of the United Nations 

system in the various fields: on setting priorities in the work programmes; on 

coordination between the United Nations organizations involved: and on the 

promotion of international exchanges on specific aspects of the issues 

concerned. They should give genera). guidelines to expert bodies in the 

respective areas, and to the Secretariat support structures, with regard to 

their work programmes. E3ot.h the Economic and Social Council and the General 
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(Mr, Hojoor, Fetherlsnda) 

Asrembly could slro make specific requests to expert bodies for input to 

debates in Laited Nations conferences and other high-level meetingo. 

At the expert level. it is generally recognixed thot the Economic and 

Social Council and the General hsnembly need high-quality expert advice in 

order better to understand the issues involved. They should be provided with 

thorough analyaes and relevant policy recommendations or options, on the 1 ,;is 

of which they could give guidance to future work in the United Nations on 

these issues. 

With regard to the issue of science and technology for development, we 

propose that the present Committee on Science and Technology for Development 

be transformed into an expert body, using the present Advisory Committee on 

Science and Technology for Development as a basis. With regard to tho issue 

of new and renewable sources of energy, we would suggest that the Committee on 

New and Renewable Sources of Energy also be transformed into an expert body, 

making use of its present ad hoc expert arrangements. 

These expert bodies, which would report through the Economic and Social 

Council to the General Assembly, should have a policy-oriented approach by 

promoting international cooperation in the fields of science and technology 

for development and new and renewable sources of energy, for example, throllgh 

encouraging specific seminars and workshops on priority issues, by giving 

policy advice through their reports on priority issues - particularly to 

developing countries - and by providing input into deliberations in the United 

Nations on issues \,here science and technology for development or new and 

renewable sources of energy have an important role to play. The expert bodies 

should consist of a limited nilmber of experts. The experts should be of 

outstanding quality, knowledgeable on internaticJna1 cooperation in the fields 
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of scie~nco and technology for development and new and renswable sourcon of 

energy, and policy-oriented. 

The composition of the expert bodies should guarantee that sufficient 

representative expertise on their subjects is available no that an exchange of 

knowledge and experience can take place, while at the same time ensuring that 

the work of the expert body is in line particularly with tho needs and 

interests of developing countries. The experts could be nominated by the 

Secretary-General for a fired period of time after appropriate consultations. 

With regard to the issue of natural re8ource8, we suggest that the 

Committee on Natural Resources be discontinued. Expert advice on the three 

main areas which the Committee ia diacuaaing - water, energy and mineral 

resources - should be sought elsewhers in the United Nations aystem. Expert 

advice on minerals could be sought in particular from the Committee on 

Conxnodities of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, since 

that Committee is also concerned with minerals. Expert advice on water 

development should be sought from the United Nations Environment Programme and 

possibly the Department for Technical Cooperation for Development, the 

regional economic conunissions, and other similar competent bodies. Expert 

advice on various aspects of enerqy could be added to the mandate of an expert 

body on new and renewable sources of energy. 

The question of technical cooperation among developing countries should, 

in our opinion, become the responsibility of the United Nations Development 

Prograrmne Governing Council. The Progranwne should devote a special segment of 

its Governing Council meeting to the issue every two years an.3 report on that 

to the Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly. This arrangement 

should become operational after the High-Level Committee on Technical 

Cooperation among Developing Countries haa conducted a final review of the 
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Buenos Aires Plan of Actlon and haa assured that the ongoing atrategy for 

technical cooperation among dsveloplng countriea is well in place and being 

implemented. 

With regard to food, we reconwnend t.hot the Secretary-General undertake a 

study on the relationship of the World ?ood Council and the governing bodies 

of the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations end the World 

?ood Progr-. 

Finelly, in ths light of these auggestiona. appropriate adjustments 

should be made to the Secretariat structures so as to reflect theae changes 

and to ensure that available expertise within the United Nations Secretariat 

is coneolidated in order to improve the quality of its output. These 

suggoated improvements in the functioning of 8ome cpf the aubaidiary bodies of 

the Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly would, if agreed, be 

another important step in the restructuring and revitalisation process. 

Obviously, it would be only one more step, since the broader issue of overlap 

in the agendaa of the Second and Third Committees, and alao of the Trade and 

Development Board of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 

uil.1 be discussed during the next seasion of the General Assembly. 

We look forward to working with others on this issue, and we hope that 

consultations can begin in the near future on the basis of concrete proposals. 

Mr. MARIA (Finland): I have the honour to address the important 

issue of the restructuring and rovitalitation of the United Nations in the 

economic, social and related fields on behalf of the five Nordic countries -. 

Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden. and my own country, Finland. 

Both the Declaration on International Economic Cooperation and the new 

International Development Strategy recognizcd t!le critical role t.hat the 
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United latlonc and the rpeclalirsd sgeacier rhould have in facilitating 

intornatlonal cooporation la the oconoalc and social fields. However, there 

ir a widely held opinion that in theae fioldr the United lstionrs syrc.em is n4bt 

responalvr enough and does not work as efficiently ao the great problems and 

challenger facing mankind would require. 
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The Rordlc countries have n strong intereat in strengthening 

interaat.ioasl CooporAtion, notably through the United Nationa. As the largest 

contributors on a per capita basis to the United Nations system, ~a have an 

obligation, not leaat to our own taxpayers, to ensure the effectiveness and 

the impact of the Orqaniaation’s activities. We therefore welcomed 

enthusiastically the agreement reached last spring, on the initiative of the 

Group of 77, to launch economic and social reforme. Resolution 45/264 

outlined a broad range of issues involved in the reform process and 

established a timetable according to which aome aspects of these reforms would 

be addressed. 

It was agreed that the forty-sixth session of the General Assembly would 

review the subsidiary bodies of the Economic and Social Council and the 

General Assembly with the objective of possible reatructurinq and 

revitaliratioa. In addition, the reporting responsibilities and procedures of 

these bodies would be reviewed with the aim of avoiding duplication. 

Aa outlined in the discussion paper submit.ted by the Nordic countriezz for 

the resumed session 1ant spring, the goal of our reform process wan, and 

continues to be, to increase the economic and social efficiency and 

effectiveneas of the United Nations. This objective can be reached only by 

involving the entire Orqanization in the reform process. The respective roles 

and tanks of the various United Nations bodies need to be better defined 80 as 

to achieve a complementary and coherent whole. It would therefore be 

difficult to address the particular issue at hand at this forty-sixth 

BOBBiOZl - t.he reform of subsidiary bodies - without outlining our thinking on 

the Organixation aa a whole: the reform of one p? t. of the system has 

implications for other parts. 
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In reviewing the subsidiary bodisa vo must examine in detail the division 

of labour and the delegation of powers among the General Assembly and its Main 

Colmnittsss, the Economic and Socisl Council and t.he subsidiary machinery. I 

wish to elaborate upon the picture the Nordic countries painted of the 

hierarchical symtem during last July’s general debate in the Economic and 

Social Council. The three functional levals of this hierarchy are the 

political, policy-ma, in9, and advisory and operational levels. 

The General AssenLiy’s political function extends to the economic and 

social fields. The role of the General Assembly should be strengthened to 

give its decisions the heaviest possible political weight. In our discussion 

paper for the resumed aession, as well as in the Economic and Social Council 

st.atement and other contexts, we have pointed out ways of increasing the 

economic and social impact of the General Assembly’s decisions. Basically it 

is a matter of limiting decisions at tho highest level only to issues of 

decisive importance. The messages of this body should be heard and its 

decisions should influence decision makers both in Governments and in other 

institutions. 

The Economic and Social Council constitutes the policy-making level, 

dealing not only with international economic cooperation but also with 

national and sectoral policies in ara-as where the United Nations possesses the 

necessary expertise. It should also guide the work of its subsidiary bodies 

80 as to obtain advice and recommendations on the areas and issues as needed. 

Furthermore, the Economic and Social Council should provide governance and 

central coordination for the operational activities of the United Nations 

system SO that these are clearly linked to policy prioritirs in fields where 

the Organization is bringing to bear the cumparat.iyJe strength of its position. 
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The primary focus of the work of the Rccnomic and Socisl Council ahould 

he on developing countries. However , a8 the policies end choices of 

Industrielised Ctstes have n major Impsct on the world economic environment 

end on progress in developing countries, the Council should deal with these 

policies (IB well. An encouraging nxample of this trend wan the informal 

discussion thlr s-r on the impact of Raat-West relations on the world 

economy. 

Resolution 451264 is a useful point of departure for reviewing the 

subsidiary bodies of the Economic and Social Council and the General 

Assembly. It suggests how we may ensure that the progranwne delivery of a 

subsidiary body meets the needs of Uember States in a field where the United 

Nations wields significant influence. We should further see to it that hiqhly 

technical functiona of subsidiary bodies and expert groupa are not sabaumed 

into the Economic and Social Council itself. 

Moreover, resolution 151264 points the way to ensuring that the 

subsidiary machinery ia strengthened in such a way as to provide aound 

recomneadatioos and advice to the Economic and Social Council and the General 

Assembly. The work of thu subsidiary bodies should be to complement, not to 

substitute for, the political and policy-making functions. These parametera, 

which were spelled out in the resolution, are consonant with the ideas of the 

Nordic countries and with the outline I have sketched. 

A prerequisite for achieving these goals is reciprocal communication 

between the Economic and Socicrl Council and the Cent al Assembly, on the one 

hand, and their subsidiary bodies, on t-he other. In order to be prepared to 

give their expert advice and recommendations, the subsidiary bodies should 

have sufficient guidance and informnt.ion on issues and areas that the Ecor:omic 
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sad 6ocial Council and the General Assembly are to tackle. At. t.he sarne time, 

the subsidiary bodies should have l ufficiant f  leribi lily and freedom to be 

innovative and forward-looking in their work. 

Given the Unitrd Mationm hierarchy of responeibilitiee, there would 

appear to be littlo mod for subsidiary bodies to be political in nature or in 

function. 6eldom is there a need for detailed attention to political issues 

et that level. A primary objective of the review. addressing the gueation of 

whether lubaidiary bodies should be expert or intergovernmental bodies, would 

thereforr be to explore ways of increaming their erpertiae. This expertise 

should guarantee that substantive real-world issues are introduced into, 

analysed by, and submitted for policy decision-making in the IJnited Nations. 

The advance report of the Secretary-General coverB the full range of 

nubsidiary bodies of the Economic and Social Council and the Genaral 

Assembly. The number is large and the task seems overwhelming. But the 

Nordic countries feel that it is important to keep up the momentum of the 

process stnrted in May and to hold to tho timetable agreed upon. In order to 

devote sufficient time to studying individual bodies, it would perhaps be 

advisable to start with a limited number of bodies and agree on a timetable 

for continuation of the review. A successful review of a handful of bodies 

would also serve 8~ encouragement, building confidence in the process of 

reform. 
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In our discussion pepor we proposed that the following bod!es should be 

reviewed and we hope that they will constitute a group of bodies with which 

the work can begin: the Comnittce on the Development and Utilisation of New 

and Renewable Sources of Energy7 the High-Level Meeting on Technical 

Cooperation among Developing Countries; the Committee on Natural Resources: 

and the Intergovernmental Conwnittee on Science and Technology for Development. 

Without going into further detail at this time concerning the review 

itself, let me assure you that the Nordic countries will be prepared to 

participate constructively in any more informal meeting that will look further 

into the details. 

Before concluding, allow me to present to the General Assembly some ideas 

the Nordic countries have developed on United Nations operational activities 

for development, which form part of the subsidiary machinery. We have 

presented these ideas before in the context of the Governing Council of the 

United Nations Development Programme and the Economic and Social Council. 

Three years ago, the Nordic countries established the so-called Nordic 

(Jnited Nations project as a contribution to the strengthening of the 

activities of the United Nations in the economic and social fields, especially 

in its operational activities. We see a close link between the project and 

the ongoing reform process. The final report of the project YJS presented in 

New York in May 1991 and subsequently by the Nordic embassies in their host 

countries. 

The most important findings of the Nordic Governments with regard to the 

strengthening of the economic and social sectors could be swnmarized as 

follows: first, the need for a high-level forum in which Member States can 
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discuss development issues and give overall policy guidance for United Nations 

operational activities for development; secondly, the need for more effective 

governance of United Nations operational activities to provide the 

organisations involved with the necessary support and guidance on a continuous 

basis! and thirdly, the need to improve the funding system of United Nations 

operational activities in order to be able to meet current and emerging needs 

on a more stable and equitable basis. 

The Nordic countries are therefore proposing that these aspects of 

operational activities be included as part of the reform process in the 

economic and social fields. A5 for the timetable, we support the 

recommendation of the recent joint meeting of the Administrative Conunittee on 

Co-ordination and the Connnittee for Programme and Co-ordination that this 

topic should be discussed in substance at the high-level meetings of the 

regular session of the Economic and Social Council in 1992. This would also, 

in our view, pave the way for discussions at the forty-seventh session of the 

General Assembly on the roles of the Economic and Social Council and the 

Second Committee. The H .lic countries intend to present a draft decision to 

this effect in the Second Committee at a later date. 

The world finds itself in a new, increasingly interdependent, sometimes 

complicated but also promising situation which warrants restructuring in many 

areas. In this world the United Nations system cannot afford to run the risk 

of further resource diversification and marginalization in the field of 

development. The Nordic countries will continue to participate actively in 

the reform process to help avoid such developme.lts. 
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nL_m (Canada); As we all know. the United Nations, under the 

leadership of Socretsrp-General Per08 de Cusllar, has achieved new relrpect and 

a more prominent role in the world community, a role which is well deserved 

and which needs to be maintained snd strengthened. The renewed vitality of 

multilateralism is 8 development which Canada very much welcomee, believers as 

we have been, since its inception, in the cemtrsl role which the United 

Nations should play 011 the world stsgs. 

Howsvsr , the progrssa made so far in the fields of peace-keeping and the 

resolution of regional conflicts also r:eeds to be translsted iato sew vitality 

for the United Nation8 in the racial and economic fields. Thir ir not a new 

challenge, but it ia incunbsnt upon us now to rise successfully to the 

occasion. A renewed intereat in and corrrnitment to refortn bode well for our 

work, 

Several reform iuitiatives are under way or under discussion. POr8lbOSt 

among these are the discussions on strengthening the United Nations 

humanitarian assistance capacity. Apart from United Nations peace-keeping and 

peace-making efforts, no other United Nations activity is more important to 

Canadians than the United Nations responsibility in leading the international 

community in the delivery of emergency assistance the world over. We need to 

take decisive action on this subject during this session of the General 

Assembly. Important proposals, wholeheartedly supported by Canada, have also 

been put forward for restructuring the Secretariat, including its senior 

levels and the process of entry into it. 

Still other proposals for the reform of the General Assembly’s procedures 

provide some very welcome ide, s on how to streamline our work and make it more 

effirient. We have also heard calls for a number of other reforms. The next 
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innsmuch an participants become cairtioua when they know their remet La may rome 

back to haunt them in a negotiatiny context. 

Al! this is not to say that the Council ahould forget. nbout Ite 

negotiating role for ever. But. we be1 ieve thnt. Member States should 

concentrate particularly on adapting its nnalytic approrrch awl work methods to 

the new consensus which is emerging on economic issuerr the conoequence of 

interdependence and the appropriateness of market-oriented economic policies. 

He are confident that diligent research and debate on old and now economic 

problems, conducted along the lines of the new convergence of undsratanding on 

economic issues, wjll inevitably prnduce new comnunitiea of intereat nmonq 

Member States. Negotiations on new agreements and instruments will emerge 

spontaneously from this process, and the Council will justly enjoy the esteem 

and prestige it will garner a8 the intellectual godfather of these agreements. 

We can no longer continue with the “business as usual” approach if the 

United Nations is to assume its rightful role as a key player in the 

international economic environment. Radical chanqe i8 called for - not just, 

mere tinkering with the system. Canada stands ready to participate in thia 

important debate in a positive spirit. 

Mr, _LAVR_PV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation 

f  ram Russian) : 0r;r discussion today on the restructuring of the 

socio-economic activities of the United Nations is being held against a 

background of revitalixed effort8 in the recent pa8t to bring about a broader 

reform of the Organization. Various ideas on the restructuring of the work of 

international mechanisms, improving the orqanization of the sessions and 

improving the structures of the Secretariat, both vithin and outside the 

United Nations syst-em. merit the closest attention. 
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It is essential that subjects important to Member States be addressed in 

a better way. It should not be aa#wwd, however, that existing structures 

necessarily provide the best way to get the job done. At each stage of debste 

on an issue, there should be "value added" so that the maximum benefit can be 

derived from the Secretariat's limited resources. Repetitious debate serves 

little purpose. The United Nations deliberative bodies should alao focus on 

those areas where the United Nations has a comparative advantage over other 

international institutions. This is the case, for example. in the field of 

environment where we hope that the United Nations will undertake some major 

new initiatives by nest 8-r and establish suitable intergovernmentsl 

structures to deal with them. 

The reform of the Economic and Social Council is important to Canada 

which has been concerned at its progressive marginalization. In addition t-o 

the restructuring of the Council and its subsidiary bodies, we believe some 

aspects of its work methods merit revision. It is clear that the standard 

work method of negotiating has produced very meagre results. Ma.ly tests have 

been negotiated, but few if any of these have had more than a marginal impact 

on economic developments in Member countries. 

In Canada’s view, attempts to negotiate mutually binding commitments in 

any sphere, but particularly in the economic field, should only emerge at the 

end of a process of study and analysis which clearly reveals n complementarity 

of interest among the various participants. Taking up an economic policy area 

with the idea a priori that some kind of text or understanding is going to be 

negotiated is, in our view, putting the cart. before the IAL:-*- Further, it 

impedes a frank and exhaustive study and exchange of views on policy problems 
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)nasmuch aa participants become cautious whan t-hey know tbcrlr remnrks may (*orno 

t)ack to haunt. thorn in a negotiat~inq context.. 

AI! thi8 is not to aay t-hat the Council nhould forget. nbout itn 

neqotintinq role for ever. Rut. we helieva t.hnt. Member St.ataa should 

(:oncentrate particularly on adapting its analytic approfwh ant1 work methods to 

t-he new conseneus which is emerging on economic issues the conoequence of 

interdependence and the appropriateness of market-oriented sconomlc policies. 

we are confident that diligent research and debate on old and new economic 

problema. conducted along the lines of the new convergence of undsratandinq on 

economic issues, wjll inevitably prnduce new communities of int.erent nmonq 

Member States. Negotiationa on nsw agreements and instrwnenta will emerge 

spontaneously from this process, and the Council will justly enjoy the eatsom 

and prestige it will garner aa the intellectual godfather of tbeae agreements. 

Ho can no longer continue with the “business as usual” approach if the 

United Nations is to assume it8 rightful role au a key player in the 

int.ernational economic environment. Radical change is called for .-. not just. 

mere tinkering with the system. Canada stands ready to participate in thin 

important debate in a positive spirit. 

Mr, LAV R_QV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpratat.ion 

frc)m Russian): otir d iscussion today on the restructurinq of the 

socio-economic activities of the United Nations is being held against a 

background of rovitalized efforts in the recent paat to bring about a broader 

reform of the Organization. Various ideas on the restructuring of the work of 

international mechanisms, improving the orqanization of the sessions and 

improving the structures of the Secretariat, both within and outside the 

United Nations system, merit the closest attention. 



These issues are directly connected with ensuring the effectivenoes bf 

the United Nations in all fields. Therefore the teak of reform, a6 we see it, 

is of primary political significenco for the furthor work of the structures of 

multilateral cooperation. 

From t.his standpoint, we aro gratified to find that the declared 

readiness to make change8 in United Nations activit ier is be ing increasingly 

transformed into general agreement on concrete meaauree whose practical 

implementation could Lelp to consolidate the authority of the Organisation and 

define its new role in the multilateral dialogue with respect to all problems 

within its competence, including, of course, those of international 

cooperation in the economic, social and related fioldr. 
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A significant step in thir direction was tho outcome of tho resumed 

forty-fifth session of tho General Assembly. Tho urderetandingr set forth in 

resolution 45/264 are not only a first step in tho process of reforming the 

socio-economic sector of tho Unitod Nations but alro part of the rtrstegy of 

further efforts to improve that major area of th, Organisation’s activities 

aimed at enhanczing its effectiveness and its adaptability to now political and 

economic realities. Today, the main task is to maintain this tempo and arrive 

at such decisions with respect to subsidiary organs as are suitable for 

carrying out the measures set forth in resolution 451264 for the reform of the 

Economic and Social Council. 

We feel that the decisions of tho General AaseAbly at its current session 

concerning reform should be aimed at rationalising the structures of those 

subsidiary organs and converting them to expert. bodies in order to heighten 

their professionalism and competence. The criteria for this have already been 

approved in resolution 451264. 
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It would be advisable to concentrate our attention first on improving the 

work of those rubridiary organr whose reform was reconwnended at the meetinys 

of tha Special Connittee of the Economic and Social Council in 1987 and 19AR 

and again during the resumed forty-fifth session of the General Assembly. 

Such an approach would enable ua to derive the maximum benefit from the time 

available to us. 

Arr an example, I should like to mention the activities of the 

Intergovernmental Conmittse on Science and Technology for Development, the 

Conunittse on Natural Resources and the Committee on Now and Renewable energy 

Sources. 

The extensive information now available about the work of those 

cormnittees and the srperfence with participation in their sessions lead us to 

the conclusion that there is a need for radical changes in their activities. 

We reel that the time has come to transform those intergovernmental committees 

into expert bodies consisting of leading specialists in the specific areas of 

knowledge which would represent research currents and new schools of thought 

as broadly as is possible in the United Nations. 

In this regard, in order to make United Nations activities more expert in 

the sciantific and technical areas, it would be advisable to consider the 

possibilities of an existing structure, namely, the Advisory Committee on 

Science and Technology. 

Instead ot the Committee on Natural Resources and the Connnittee on New 

and Renewable Energy Sources, we could create an expert body on issues of 

energy policy, which would meet regularly to make a comprehensive analysis and 

forecast trends in the world energy situation, interacting vith other 

multilateral structures in that sphere. 
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The principal purpore of converting theme organs iato expert bodies would 

bo to ensure a profoundly profesrional analysis of trende In the development 

of ecience and technology, in the use of natural reeourcee end energy oo~rce~, 

including new and renewable energy sources, and also in yrepr\ring forecasts 

for the development of future trands in those areas. 
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(Hr. LaYrQY, .USSR) 

Such en approach ir applicable to othsr United Nstions budten ee well, 

empecially in the economic and social sphere. On thf wholo, the 

“exyertisation” of aurilinry bodies in that sphere YOU 3 enable thrm to make 

mcientific~slly baaed professional recormnendstiona in the Economic and Social 

Council with regard to usinq the capabilitiem of the Unltsd Nstiona for 

development and cooperation in specific areas of practical interest to Member 

States. Such recoexnendations would be the basis for the exnmination of 

relevant issues in the Council and for the adoption by the General Assembly of 

politics1 decisions on specific forma of United Nations particSpation in the 

development of multilateral cooperation in those bream. 

It would probably be useful to structure the work of those expert bodies 

in such a way LIS to enable them to toke into consideration to the fullest 

extent what is occurring in those areem in other bodies sntl organs both within 

and outaide the United Nations system. That would make it poaaible to avoid 

duplication of work and would heighten the practical effect of the experts’ 

contribution to the development of progranunes of United Nations activity in 

specific areas. The impllmentation of such programmes could be guided and 

coordinated by a renewed E(:onomic and Social Council. 

We wish to emphasixe that the mea.plures we propose are in no way designed 

to detract from the significance of the af rementioned issues on the economic 

agenda of the United Nations. On the contrary, our delegation ia anxious to 

raise the consideration of those issues to a qualitatively new level, giving 

it a firm scientific and professional basis. 

That approach would heighten the effectiveness of the United Nations 

contribution to the development of multilateral cooperation in all the areas 

of real interest to most Member St.ates. 
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(L.WvlU881) 

Wo a10 al80 prmpared, of courmo, to dimcumm my other propomalm with 

raqard to l ubmlblary bodies of the i3anoral Ammambly ati the Eco~aic and 

Sociml Council, and wa intend '0 participate l ctivaly l nd corwtructively ia 

tba dimCUm8iOE8 to b@ held during thim 8e88ion. 

w (China) (intarprat8tion from, Chinere)! At tba 

out8at I l bould lika to tbrnk the 6ecret8ry-Canaral for him coqrabanrivo and 

detailed roprt on tha rtatur and tba reporting procodura of th8 mub8idiary 

bodiam of tba Economic and Social Council and tba Conoral Amranbly in tba 

eCOnomiC, 8ocial and ral8t.d fialdn. 

In 8ccordanco with rerolution 451264, adopted at the raluaed uetingm of 

tbr forty-fifth rerrion lamt May, tha Gweral Ammerbly at itm currant l ammion 

will l xuioo the rubsidlary oodias of tba lcooaic and Social Council and tha 

Gaoaral ~8Oddy. 

kfora uking ry ob8arvationr on tbo it-, I l bould like to reaffira that 

tba overall objactive of tba rostructurinq mnd revitalisation of the Unitad 

Nation8 in tb0 l C0~aiC and loci81 fiOldm im, a8 underlined in General 

A888ahly r88OlUtiOn 451264, to rake tba United Nation8 IK)re effective and 

8f f iCiant 

"'in order to ba nore responmive to the needs of enhancing international 

l conomic cooperation and pronoting the developaeat of the developing 

countriem"'. (m 45/264. m Data. 1) 

Ibir OV8rall objoctiva rbould, in our view, be -died in the l ntira procemr 

of the rertructuring and revitalisstion of tha United Nationa in the economic 

and mocial fields. Any deviation from this objective would deprive the 

restructuring of it8 inotrinric meaning. 
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(Mr I Jin YoagjiaKb, CbiAO) 

The Chinese delegation has nlwaya been support.lve of the restructuring 

and revitaliration of the llnited Nst.ions in the economic, social and related 

fielda. In our view, the role that the 1Jnited Nations has been playing eo far 

in the economic field lags far behind its role in addressing political 

issues. This in by no meene in tune with the ever-worsening economic 

situation of the developing countries and to (I conslderabls extent doen not 

live up to the expectations of the developing countries. We hope that t.hrough 

the restructuring aud revitalixation of the United Nations in the economic rind 

social fields, particularly by enhancing tha effectiveness of the functioning 

of the bodies in the economic and social fields and improving their working 

methods, the United Nations will be able to play e greater role in the field 

of economic development. The recent high-level segment of the Economic and 

Social Council session was an important step forward in this direction. 

He should not fail to see that tha past four decades and more have 

witnessed a considerable expansion in the bodies of the llnited Nations in the 

economic and social fields, as a result of developments in the international 

situation and the changing needa of the Member States. The restructuring of 

these bodies will not only have a bearing on the interesta of the Member 

States, but also have an impact on all the relevant bodies of the IJnited 

Nations. 

Because of its complex nature, the restructuring exercise can only be a 

gradual process. Moreover, the restructuring should proceed in a planned and 

itlased fashion with proper focuses. Prior to any major decisions with regard 

to restructuring in the economic: and social field?., there should be extensive 

,zonsul tat ions and exchanges of views. Major restructuring measures will have 

to he formulated and implemented on the basis of consensus. 
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We have taken not.e of the specific proposals nome countries have put. 

furward concarnlnq the restructuring of certain subsidiary hodiss. These 

proposalo involve, JRtsr-nAba. the Intergovernmental Cormnittee on Science and 

Technology for DevelOpment, the Conunittes on the Development and Iftilisat.inn 

of New and Renewable Sourcsa of Energy, the Conunlttes on Natural Resources and 

the high level Conunit.tee on the Review of Technological Cooperation among 

Developing Countries. 

I should liks to point out that issues under consideration by these 

bodies are all important issues that havs a bearing on the economic growth and 

development of the developing countries. Among these bodies, the 

Int.ergovernment.81 Cormnittee on Science and Technology for Development is th8 

only body in the United Nations that uadortskes a comprehensive review and 

extensive policy coordination of ~SOUOCI relating to the development of science 

and technology. The High-level Comittee on the Review of Technological 

Cooperation among Developing Countries is also the sole intergovernmental 

forum in the United Nations system engaged in the overall review of policies 

and projects of technological cooperation. 

At present, as the gap between North and South is further widening and 

developing countries are confronted with aggravated economic difficulties and 

lnq far behind in science and technology, the work of those bodies assumes 

particular relevance to the developing crluntries, and therefore must be 

further strengthened. 

It is precisely the importance of the work of those bodies that in our 

view warrants a serious approach to their efficiency problem, First, the 

causes of their lack of efficiency should be analysed. Only then will it be 

proper to discuss effective measures that can address the root causes of the 
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(Mr, 31.11 Yongjhan, China) 

problem. I vent.ure to any I hat if certsin count riea displayed more polit ic;rl 

will rind honoured their financial comnitmenta those bodies would enjoy much 

higher efficiency and play a qreator role than they do today. 

The subsidiary boding of t.he Ceueral Assembly and the Economic and Social 

Council involve a large number of bodies in the economjc, social and related 

fields. We ere in favour of initiating n comprehensive and systematic review 

of the terms of reference and reporting procedure of all these bodies. 

Specific restructuring approaches can begin only upon the basis of such basic 

understandings. Prior to this, any specific proposal for the dismantlinq. 

merging or “erpertization” of certain bodies will only, in our view, be 

premature. 

With regard to the establishment of e high-level supervisory mechanism in 

the field of environment, au proposed by some Member States, we believe that 

this should be put off for diBCUBUiOn until after- the convening of the United 

Netiona Conference on Environment and Development. 

The restructuring and revitalization of the United Nations in the 

economic, social and reietcr! fielda call for concerted efforts by all Fsriies 

corlcerned. The Chineae delegation is rendy to join other parties in an effort 

to explore, on the basis of the spirit of resolution 451264, options and 

measures of restructuring that can truly contribute to the enhanced role and 

efficiency of the United Nations in the economic and social fields, -\nd 

particularly to the system’s ability to be more responsive to the development 

needs of the developing countries. 
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ME, N.-Q (Hsxico) (interpretation from Spsnish)r The delegation 

of Mexico fully supports the views expressed by the tay~rcsentative of Ghana, 

C.hairmsn of the Gr ‘up of 77, on the important item before the Assembly today. 

I should just like to add a few points. 

The major changes in the international situation have led to serious 

consideration of the future of the United Nations end the role ita organs 

should play in the new system of international r’*lations that is now 

emerging. He have begun a dynamic and qrodual process of reform which was 

given a major impetus last April when resolution 451264 was adopted under the 

leadership of tho Group of 77. 

Mexico has pnrticipated actively in the process of reform, for we believe 

that it will help to enhance the Organization’s effectiveness and adapt it to 

the new international situation. We believe that the present stage is a 

unique opportunity for invigorating the United Nations so that it can comply 

fully with its original mandatt. 

Recently, the Orqanization and, in particular, the Security Council, has 

shown that it has considerable capacity to enter into negotiations fo- the 

settlement of disputes, a capacity that unfortunately has not been fully used 

in seeking solutions to the most acute hevelopment problems that continue to 

afflict most of the world’s population. Worse still, political triumphs have 

encouraged some quarters tv imagine that the Organization could have 

additional functions that go well beyond what is set forth in the Charter and 

in the principles Of international law. 

The recent general debate in the General Assembly showed clearly that the 

developing count r ies’ economic and social development, problems are not part of 

the industrial ized countries’ main concerns. In viev of this clear lack of 
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political will and comrritmant. Mambers munt not forget that the reform of the 

tlnited Nations will be inadequate unlsse it is accompanied by a genuine 

reactivation of the North-,‘wth ditSlOgU0. 

Hence, the importance oL the current process of reform. We believe that~ 

this process should ho guided by a clear mandate from the General Assembly. 

It cannot be based on practices imposed by one State or by groups of States. 

The reform muat reaffirm the major principles of international law as 

enshrined in the Charter of the Organiration. particularly the respect for 

aoveraignty, non-intervention and the sovereign equality of Member States. 

Closely related to this belief is our concern that a process of refornl 

may strengthen some areas to the detriment of others. The revitalization of 

the United Nations should not be carried out piecemeal. It would be a mistake 

to expect the Organiration to focus on the 80-Called new items or urgent 

questions while it leaves aside those items that have been on the agenda for 

several years and that are still the major and moat serious problems 

confronting mankind. 

In this context, reform of the economic and social sectors will be of 

fundamental importance in restoring a balance to the organs comprising the 

United Nations and to the content of its agenda so that the Organization can 

move tovards such cortwnon goals as the maintenance of international peace and 

security and the promotion of economic and social development, which, in fact, 

is an absolute prerequisite for international peace and security. The reform 

will work if it is not guided exclusively by simplistic criteria of cost 

effectiveness, but is rather based on substantive change that will make that 

organs under review real instruments for economic and social development, 
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My delegation bellove~ that the current proceer of reform affectlnq the 

intergovernmental bodies will necesnarily involve the Sacretarlat, em well. 

We must thus assea its work and propose nome guidelines for action to refer-n 

it. Nearly 50 years of eris once have underatandably produced some inertia in 

the Secretariat, a situation that should be corrected. We need a more 

rational structure, a reduction in the higher ranks, an increase in the 

productivity of mid-level officials. Moreover, we must not fail to take 

account of a balance in the priority areas with regard to such items as peace 

and security, economic and social questions, human rights and the development 

and codification of international law. It is only thus that we will achieve 

an effective and efficient Organisation that is able to devise and implement 

effective ap:?roaches to encourage international cooperation in all fields. 

kLJLFCE@j (Austria) : Over the last several years, the Uni.ted 

Irations has clearly come into its own in the political field. Perhaps it will 

be possibie now to capitalizc on the momentum gained in the political sphere 

ir order to revitalize the United Nations in the economic field, as well. 

Hopefully, it can soon bring its full legitimate weight to bear also on 

economic, social an6 related matters. Our world is still bedevilled by any 

number of economic problems. We owe it to the people beset by poverty and 

destitution to do whatever we can to alleviate their suffering and help them 

develop their human potential to the full. Ac important contribution to this 

end vould be to make the United Nations a more effective instrument in the 

economic field. 

New challenges are taking shape. The integration of economic and social 

development with the requirement of sustainability .ris-&~.~ig environmental and 

natural res rce systems is well at the core of tomorrow's agenda. In 
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.&l1tion, mm of there Iroctoral i#mAO~, much em the l nvironnent, l conony and 

fl*co, trade and much social ampectr am population and rigratioa, hove 

boa- truly global i08uer mmd l pert of l MU ~atmrdopeadeat reality,. 

her tbo pamt 40 yams, the United Ilatioas #yetem ham grown In leapm lad 

bound0 md often h@karardly. New rtructurem wro created ad hoc in order to 

respond to m aoodm. The uia approach takoa wae 8octorel, in liaa ritb tha 

rirda of the tina. hgriculturo, utoorology, boalth, trade, labour, 

laduatry, gmalogy and mining, nuclear onorgy, other sourcorn of onorgy, all 

hava found their more or 1088 indqmndent organixstionsl met-upm with 

r~latiwly loomo coordination u~llg then. We all have boon participant8 for 

many yearn in tha manifold offortr made in the United Nations ayator toward8 

reepoadiag to the challeago of coordination that arose in policy formulation, 

ia pluming and in Juplmntation of operational progrmmner. 
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Recent developments on the ecoaomic arm social agenda - in particular, 

the need to move towards environmentally sustainable development .- have mode 

crons-sectors1 coordination an ever-more-urgent requirement. 

The Economic and Social Council’s potential contribution to meeting nome 

of these institutional challenges should be carefully explored. We may find 

that within the entire United Nations system the Economic and Social Council 

offers a unique opportunity for cross-sectors1 and interdisciplinary analysie 

and debate. This will be facilitated by the broad range of the Council’s 

mandate, covering not only basic issues of economic policies but also 

questions of environmental and natural-resource development and conservation: 

energy policies; science and technology; the issuas of social development, in 

particular poverty and population; and the broad range of institutional 

issues, including participatory development and human rights. 

In order to develop the potential of the Economic and Social Council as 

the central forum for cross-sectors1 analysis and policy formulation for 

sustainable development within the United Nations system, reporting to ‘rhat 

Council will probably have to be structured accordingly. The many scctoral 

reports produced currently by the various functional secretariats and 

intergovernmental and expert bodies will have to be integrated into some sort 

of cross-cutting state-of-the-world report, currently available - as we know 

only from a private research institution in Washington, D.C., and so far not 

subject to intergovernmental discussion within the United Nations. 

After these very general remarks on the possible long-term perspectives 

of our endeavours, let me now turn to some of the more concrete tasks at 

hand. In the long standing and often frustratir*s process of restructuring and 

revitalizing the United Nations in the economic, social and related fields, 
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Lichem, Austr Is) 

General Assembly resolution 45/264. adopted last May, uaa CI posit IVO firer 

step in the riyht dlreetion. Its timetable will guide our efforts in 

renderirq the IJnited Nations a more effertive instrwnent for addrenainq the 

global aocio economic challengen until the forty--eight.h sesnion of the Gennrnl 

Aasambly . Given the climate of cooperation and the genuine qood wil 1 

demonstrated by all partners in the spring negotiations, my deleyation in 

confident that we ahall be able to take another c0ncrst.o at.ep forwsrd during 

this General Assembly session by reforming t-he subsidiary machinery of t.he 

Economic and Social Council. My delegation pledgea itrr nctive partiripnr ion 

in the forthcoming deliberations. 

At this time I should like to limit myself to some general ohnervat.ions. 

Our goal ahould be to make the United Nations more effective in the economic, 

social and related fields. While economy is important., cutting coats or 

eliminating bodies is not a goal in itself. We have to make a careful 

inventory of the expectation8 Member States bring t.o the United Nations in t.hc 

socio-economic field. Once we have identified the needs the United Nations is 

expected to address, we should prioritize them and ask ourselves how the 

clearly perceived needs and priorities could best be dealt with. 

In the past, newly perceived needs have often led to the establishment of 

a new committee. Not always was the new body endowed with a clear mandate or 

given the tools, especially the funding, actually to meet the needs it was 

founded to address. The Intergovernmental Committee on Science and TechnolocJy 

for Development is a case in point. The Committee was established following 

the recommendation of the United Nationa Conference on Science and Technology 

for Development.. The fund equally recommended by the Conference, which was to 

be one of c-he Committee’s main tools in achieving its objective, neyer 
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materialixed. Without any doubt it ir atill crucially important to make 

scirnco and technoloqy optimally available for development. Since the 

Coxmittee, in the eyer of many, has not been able to fulfil this function, it 

may be necerrary to look to alternative ways. The same holds true for a 

number of committees which are frequently nQlned an prime candidates for 

reform: the Committee on the Developwnt and Utilixation of New and Renewable 

Sources of Rnergy, the Conwnittee on Natural Resourcea, the High-Level 

Cornrittee on the Review of Techoical Cooperation among Developing Countries, 

and the World Food Council. 

We should consider biennialiration, expertixation, mergera, consideration 

of issues 1~ the course of ‘.he high-level segment of the Economic and Social 

Counci 1, special sessions of the General Assembly and other appropriate means 

to address BhOrtCOIningS iu the present subsidiary structure. 

In tire forthcoming negotiations we need to be innovative and courageous 

enough to embark on new terrain. Our willingness to be flexible and to 

sacrifice narrow positions in a spirit of compromise for the wider cormnon good 

will be rewarded when the United Nations has become more effective and more 

relevant and thus more able to translate into reality the vision of the 

Charter in the economic field. 

&. SW (Japan): After the Special Commission of the Economic 

and Social Council ended its meetings in 1966 without achieving its objectives 

and until the resumed forty-fifth session of the General Assembly was convened 

Garly this year, the process of reforming the United Nations in the economic 

and social fields remained at a virtual standstill. But the resumed session 

was truly a milestoae. The General Assembly accomplished a number of things: 

first. it affirmed the basic guiding principles of the reform process; 
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rocondly, it laid down a l chodulo for roforml and, thirdly, it reached n 

docirion to reform the work of the llcoaonic mad Social Council. The General 

Amaembly docldod to conrolidmte the Couacil'r rogulsr sessions and established 

a high-love1 aognrnt to improve the Couacil’a policy formulation function ns 

~011 am a coordination segment to enable the Council to address more 

effectively the iarue of cootdiaation within thm United Nations system. 

Raving conairtontly l tresaed th* nmod for reform in these fields, Japan 

is aapocially pleased at the outcome of the resumed aerrion. I uish to sssure 

the Armombly that my delopation intend6 to contribute actively to the work of 

the revitalised tcoaomic and Social Council mo that this principsl organ of 

Unitad Nation8 activity in the economic and social fields will live up to the 

high l rpectation8 of Member Stater. 

Resolution 451264 entrust8 the General Assembly vith the task of 

reviewing the function of rubridiary organ8 in the economic and social fields 

at this session. The Charter provided for the establishment of such organs in 

these fields as would l asiat the work of the principal organs of the United 

Nations, namely. the General Assomhly and the Economic and Social Council. 

These principal organs in due course croated subsidiary organs, hoping the 

United Nations would respond effectively to the new challenges confronting the 

international cosununity. 
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Hany rubsIdiary orgsnr hevo functIoned rssronably well, but over the 

years some subsidisry organ8 have proved to be inefficient and ineffective an 

clearly reflectsd by a decline in member-.country participation and interomt. 

They are not carrying out thair functiona ae succemrfully a8 expected! they 

have not been responsive to the actual needs of the developing countries. 

There are many poraible reaaona: in many instsncor the circumrtancer that 

were the basin for their ertablishment have changed and as a result 80 ham the 

priority of their work. Uoro importantly, the rolevanco of a specific body 

may be at stake; we rhould ascertain whether it ha8 accomplished what it wa8 

supposed to accomplish. It now appear8 that mosne organ8 were created without 

sufficiently considering the fundamental question of what servicer in specific 

areas - that is, science and technology or natural resources - it is possible 

for the United Natfonlr to deliver to Member Statea. In other words the role 

of the United Nationa in specific areaa should be closely examined before 

structural reforms are undertaken. 

The proliferation of subsidiary bodies and the subsequent duplication or 

overlapping of their activities are also matter8 we must carefully examine. 

On the basis of theae comprehensive and intense reviews on A case-by-case 

basis we shall have to determine possible options. These options include, 

first, transforming certain organs into expert bodies, intergovernmentnl or 

otherwise, 80 that they may focus on more technical and substantive inputs; 

secondly, the biennialization of meetings where the nature of the work being 

done makes this appropriate; thirdly, merger and consolidation when the work 

of a body duplicates or overlaps that of another: and, fourthly. the 

discontinuation of a body whoae rola in deemed to be no longer relevant. 
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Japan ~111 remain open-minded es to the optiona that nlyht be taken. 

what is now clear to ua, however, i8 that wa must undertake a thorough review 

of there submidlary bodice as a matter of tha utmost priority with a view to 

enhancing the effsctivenarr of the United Netlone in the economic and 8Ocjal 

f  ielda. 

Uy delegation feelm that conalderable groundwork ham already been laid 

for this effort, particulsrly at the meeting of the Specjal Conwni88loo of the 

Economic and fiocisl Council. I am referring specifically to the 

identificatloa of problemstlc bodies such as the Committee on Natural 

Re8ourCe8, the Iotergovernmeotal Conxnittee on Science and Technology for 

Development and the Committee on the Development arid Utilizstion of New and 

Renewable Source8 of Energy. While the reviev of subaidisry bodies involve8 

broad and complex issues. and account muat be taken of the outcome of various 

meeting8 of conference8 such 88 the United Nation8 Conference on Trade and 

Development (UNCTAD) and the United Nation8 Conference on Environment and 

Development (UNCED), it is crucial that at thia session we fulfil the tasks 

entrusted to us under the decision reached at the resumed session and achieve 

tangible reeults. This will demonstrate the strong cosxnjtment we all have to 

achieving reform in thi8 sector. 

I believe that it would also be useful at this session to review the 

reporting system of the subsidinry bodies and find ways and means to reduce 

the excessive workload of the Economic and Social Council. 

My delegation welcomes the VariOI.48 informal consultatjons that have been 

taking place on this matter. A good start ha8 been made and it is important 

to keep up the momentum for reform so that the United Nations will be more 

responsive to the changing needs and challenges of the international cormwnity 
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and aspecially of developing countries. I hope that serious negotiations will 

commence aa soon as possible in the same spirit of cooperation that prevailed 

at the tesumad session and I should like to reaffirm my deleqation's 

com4nitment to contributing actively to that work. 

Mr. WX!NXJIWX~ (Poli3nd): The restructuring and revitalization of 

the Uaited Nations in the rconomic. social and related fields. as reconfirm& 

in resolution 45,264. needs to be addressed throuqb a concerted. deliberate 

and continuing process with a view to enhancing the flexibility and 

adaptability of the Organisation in the performance of its functions as well 

as effectiveness and efficiency in fulfilling its goals. 

The United pations is %n organic unity embracing a universal body of 

Members engaged in solving a comprehensive set of problems of a complex and 

interrelated character. The environment in which the united Nations operates 

is not indifferent to the Orqanization's activities ma performance. The 

relevance and vitality of th% United Mations therefore depend on its capacity 

to reflect the spirit of the times, the evolving nature of internation& 

relations and the needs aa erpeetations of the Member States. We support in 

this context the idea of developing the economic aa social sectors around the 

concept of a unitary United nations. The United Nations of tomorrow cannot 

just poilder over problems. It has to become action-oriented, be it in 

peace-keeping, human rights or the protection of the environment. 

The watershed in international relations which we have crossed during the 

past two years is, I believe, already part of the history of our 

Orqanitation. What is still at stake, however, is the redefinition and 

redeploym%nt of a structura within the United Nations which might better serve 

ana service the emerging coimnuuity of nations and their interests, especially 

in view of the scarcity of available resources. 
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Reactivating growth and development, reshaping the uorld order. achieving 

greater complementarity between the economic and social sectors, erpaaaing 

opportunities for human development and human rights are among the primary and 

practical concerns and responsibilities of the United lfations family of 

nations. 

Resolution 451264 represents an important contribution to the efforts of 

the United lilations in strearalining the activities of the Economic and Social 

Council. It provides us also vith important guidance for fur work in 

restructuring the relevant sectors of the Organitation. I should like to 

address POX some of the issues highlighted in the resolution. 

First, complementarity between the work of the Economic and Social 

Couzxil arid the General Assembly: the complementarity of the Economic and 

Sociai Council and the General Assembly implies the necessity to establish a 

clearer division of labour between the two, especially the elimination of 

repetitiveness and overlap in the work of the Council and the Second and Third 

Conarittees. A clear-cut division of responsibilities should take into account 

their competitive advantages and, at the same time, the need to assign a 

fairer share of work to the subsidiary organs of the Economic and Social 

Council, some of which might be transformed from intergovernmental into expert 

bodies. 

Reform in this area should lead to a greater degree of transparency with 

a view to assuring accountability and the responsiveness of the United Hations 

to the requests and expectations of tie international comanunity. Perhaps the 

Economic and Social Council should acquire a more operational character 

especially in coordinating activities within its purview, while the General 

Assembly would have a more conceptual nature apd long-term outlook. 
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Becondly , when the division of labour im being decided upon, due 

attention ruet be qlvon to the question of the conporltlon of the lkonaic rnd 

fIocia1 Council. Consideration might be 9lven to two optlonr. The flrmt II 

the porribility of establirhing an open-tended Council. That would ennble the 

1msue of equitable geogrmphic rapreaentstion to be midr-stepped. It ir Rort 

likely that much a solution uoultI result in accOlerstion of the i~roceaa of 

further change and in the Council’e being given greater responsibility in the 

fieldr of reviewing ali intersectoral issues and of coordinating the work of 

the subsidiary organa. It would also af Sect -. perhaps to an even greater 

clegrea - the agendas of thr Second Comnitteo and the Third Committee, which, 

in all probability, would be compelled to consider rafocuring tholr work on 

strategic-policy guidance and on the discussion of selected topicrr. porsibly 

at a high, or higher, level. Finally, one can even imagine the mergiag of 

both Comnitteea or, at least. of psrta of their agendas. This would reflect 

changes that have already been introduced within the Economic and Social 

Council. 

It may be said that two area8 - human rights and the environment - 

dererve more prominence In the General Assembly’s institutional set-up. As 

the Polish Foreign Minister said during the general debate, the role of the 

United Nations in helping the victim8 of natural or man-made dissaters should 

be strengthened. This role should be reflected in the Organiaation’e 

institutional structure. 

The alternative to the creation of au open-ended Economic and Social 

Council is the retention of a Council with restricted memhership. It is very 

likely that that would result in a somewhat more lengthy process af change, 

which, i t is to be hoped, would make possible more strict management and 
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cant rol of that. procass. Since, axcept in the rnoe of voting, the r Iqht n of 

obaexvera nre similar t.o those of membera, It. may be that thin alternative i% 

preferable, at lea8t for t-he time being. 

Thirdly, with reynrd to t-he economic, aocinl and related fields, changes 

in the subsidisry machinery of the Kconomic and Social Council should reflect 

the need to en8ure efficiency and effactiveness in the delivery of United 

Nat.iona programno out put. The merging or expertization of relevant aubaidiary 

Council bodies oftere such a po88ibility. I f  t.he expertise of the 

non-governmental organisations and of the scientific snd business communities 

were put to u80, and if the rule8 for the participation of those organirations 

and communities in United Nations actlvitiee were widened, the subsidiary 

bodies of the Economic end Social Council might be given new vigour and 

vitality. In this context, my delegation recognizes the merit of proposal8 

concerning the reconstitution of specific subsidiary bodies - proposals that 

were put forward at the resumed forty-fifth aesnion of the General Assembly 

and have been developed with clarity today by several preceding speakera. 

Changes in the subsidiary machinery could be applied al80 to the 

operational system of the United Nations. The roles of various United Nations 

organs and organizat ions, as well as their relationships with each other, in 

the proviaion of technical asaiotance need to be reclefinad, and the st.rur:t.ures 

and functiona of those bodies need to be clarified. The idea of the creation 

of an international development council, reporting to the General hsaembly 

through the Economic and Social Council, deserves serious consideration, a8 

does the idea that bodies responsible for environmental protection should be 

upgraded, whether within or outside the structure of the Council or of the 

General Assembly. The future of specific subsidiary bodies could be discussed 
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further, within the trrvnework of informs1 consultation8 at the currant 

aesalon. with a view to having rocoemwndatione prepared for submission to the 

G*nernI Assembly at. its next session. 

Pourthly, uhile the management of the Sacretariat in the responsibility 

of the Secretary-General, it is essentinl that changes in the sWrOtBri%t ho 

harmonited with changes in the intergovernmental eector. Secretsr ist- chnnges 

should strengthen the United Nations as a centre for the collection and 

dissemination of information, including information about emerging trends, 

emorgenciea, relief needs and ad hoc operations. Forecasting, planning, 

monitoring and evaluating trends in development should be accorded greater 

emphasis, with a view to giving economic and social perspectives to world and 

regional development. 

Changes in the Secretariat should result in stricter definition of 

managerial and operational responsibilities. Structures need to be 

stream1 ined, and functions clarified, 80 that better coordination and 

leadership in the economic and social fields may be made possible. Thin 

applies also to United Nations work in the field. In particular, the role of 

the regional bureaus and the resident coordinators needa to be strengthened, 

as does that of the netvork of United Nations information centres. 

The quality of Secretariat reporting calls for improvement. To this end, 

the levels of expertise of Secretariat staff and of consultants should be 

raised so that the interests of various regions and countries and the changes 

taking place there might be more clearly reflected. At the same time, greater 

care should be taken to avoid burdening the Secretariat with excessive 

reporting obligations. 
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Finally, proposals for reform of the Secretariat, while focuainq on 

adapt.inq t.he structure to current and future needs, should aim at strea.mlIninq 

ft by shortenlnq the chain of command, reduclnq the degree of ovsrlappinq, and 

realigning it to make it less top-heavy. 

If  the United Nations is to be made more efficient and effective, member- 

States will have to firtd coIlrmon ground and arrive at a common understanding of 

the future world and of the interests of natfons in that world. The United 

Nations will perform better if it manages to foster such understanding and to 

create the conditions that are necessary for fruitful cooperation. AS to the 

potent.ial of the IJnited Nations, hopes and expectations are now high. 

The process of transforming international economic relations - a process 

in which we are all, willy nilly, enqaq0d - presents us with such an 

opportunity, In this process, we are learning a lesson in bold 

determination - determination to see that our aspirations ore fulfilled. I am 

confident that in the economic and social sectors of the United Nations this 

lesson can be put to good use. 

!Tr,_HLL.E.!!S_PI (Australia): The United Nations is today faced with 

both nar opportunities and new challenges. For the past year the United 

Nations has been at the centre of i.nternational event.8 in a way unparalleled 

in the previous 40 years. It now faces a huge range of demands from a world 

that suddenly regards it as having the capacity to attain at least some of the 

goals that its founding members originally set for it. However, while 

pr-ogress is being made on many fronts, the alleviation of poverty and the 

promotion of economic development - which rank among the most important goals 

of the United Nations system - demand far more effective attention. 
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Thus, while the political side of the United Wations has ?Inderqone n 

great revival. the economic and social oide -- in particular, the economic 

sector - remsins. by comparison, relatively ineffective in changing nations1 

government policy and iofluencinq the coursa of economic events. Hers 1 refer 

not. to the major agencies. such aa the World Health Orqanirotion, the 

Inr.ernational Labour Organisation and the Food and Aqriculture Orqanixation. 

which continue to do invsluable work in their respective fields, but to the 

major policy organs of the United Nations, surh as the Economic and Social 

Council and the General Assembly. The great range of economic and social 

problem8 facing us today has created an urgency, which we all feel, in the 

need to examine and to reform the operations of these organs. 
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Of course, we recoqal~e that reform will nsket no difference unlelra there 

1s a political will to nske effective use of the relevant organs of the United 

Nat,ions and to conduct discussion6 in those organs on the relevant iaaues end 

nt an appropriate level. There is little purpose in improving the atructur-as 

unless we are prepared to use them. Without political will, results will not 

bs achieved, whatever the structuret but without the appropriate structure, 

political will can be rendered ineffective. As a further step there is little 

to be achieved in improving the structures of the Orqanitation unless we can 

also improve the working methods within thore structures. 

while there is no doubt that reform is a long-term and in many ways a 

perpetual process, my delegation believes that the resumed meetings of the 

forty-fifth session of the General AsSembly resulted in a practical and 

wide-ranging package of reforms which. if properly implemented, should make sn 

important contribution to the process of revitalising the economic and social 

sectors. One key aspect of the outcome of the resumed meetings was an 

agreement to review at this session the subsidiary bodies of the United 

Nations in the economic and social fields. 

In many ways the reform of those subsidiary bodies goes to the very heart. 

of the role of the United Nations in the economic-development sphere. Many of 

those bodies are responsible for the provision of technical advice to 

developing countries and for assistance with the implementation of their 

development prograrmu%s at the post practical levels. That type of assistance 

is fundamental to the develomnt process, and it is an area in which the 

United Nations should play an indisputable and invaluable role. However, it 

is also unfortunately true that the United t?ations has not always succeeded in 

responding to the legitimate needs of developing countries in providjnq 

technical advice and assistance to the extent and of the quality required. 
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Over the past few morrths many delegation8 have devoted considerable 

efforts to identlfyiog those subsidiary bodies that they bel.leve to be most. in 

need of reform and revitalisation. Some of the delegations that havn spoken 

before me today have identifisd areas to which they believe we need to devote 

our attention at this session of the General Assembly, area6 such as natural 

resourcea, energy, science and technology and technical cooperation. My 

delegation believes that Borne important suggestions have been made that 

deserve our full attention, and we look forward to rorkinq constructively with 

other deley,%tions from both developed and developing count.ries to rench a 

satisfactory outcome on this issue. I f  we can achieva thin, those subsidiary 

bodies have the potential to mako a practical and important contribution to 

the development process. In deciding how those bodies should best operate our 

criterion should be the maximizing of their affectiveneas in achieving results 

which make a difference to people’s lives. 

We have before un a formidable task for the next few years. A reform of 

the subsidiary bodies in the economic and social sectors would be but one 

small step in the very long and complex process of reforming and revitalizing 

the United Nations. The economic and social sectors must be made to respond 

more effectively to the wishes and needs of Member States in promoting 

development and must be made to utilize more efficiently the scarce financial 

and human resources available within the United Nations system. The outcome 

of the resumed meetings of the forty-fifth session of the General Assembly 

represented a significant step forward, but we have a long way to go and much 

uork to do to ensure that the seed planted by resolution 451264 will bear the 

fruit we ;-.+ 1 desire. 



nt, .Bl&&AHI (Indoneris) 8 At tha outnmt let me l rpreae thr r~ncmt~ 

qpreclatlon of my deXegatlon to the Secretary-Gsnarsl of the United Mations 

for his comprehonslve and lnformatlvs report on this ‘+mportent lrsue. We 

muid alma Ilke to thank the rspro~eatstive of Ghena, in hin cnpaclty a~ the 

Chairman of tha Group of 77, for his rtatament, which reflects the basic vlewr 

of my dolegation. I lrhall thoretore confine my romarkm to the Issuer my 

dolegation conslderr of particular importance. 

Wo meat today in an stmosphere alreedy charged with tha impact of 

traumatic change and profound transitions, yialdjng unprecedsntrd challengma 

and opportunities. As we deljberatv on thlo agenns item thm unfolding drama 

contiauer. A historic meeting is under ray in Madrid designed to achieve a 

just and lasting peace in the Middle Cest, end only last week a historic 

coasa-fire agreement was signed at Paris marking a significant step towards 

bringing the conflict in South-East Asia to an end. Indeed. events arm 

unfolding rapidly. enchewing the old paradigm of conflict, confrontation and 

competition and offering hope and the prospect of building a new world order. 

q dalcgation believe0 thot the quest for international peace and stabjl lty 

cannot be sustained without equal importance being given to promoting 

international cooperation in the economic and social fields 

To effectively meat and respond to thecre rapid and emrging circumstances 

and fundamentally changed State relationships it is Pjmwly that the united 

latlous, as the primary IWltilatOrd Orgaairation capable of addressing and 

shaping global events, alno needs to change and to become a more effective 

central framework for any viable and acceptable new world order. MY 

d-legation supports the revitalization of the United Nations as a guiding 

el .mant in strengthening the multilateral system. tioweve r . as was stated 

earlier by the Indonesian Foreign Minister in his address to the General 
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Aseembly, the United Notiona can only bo aa effective aa it8 Members will 

allou it to be and can only succosd if its Member8 are cormnitted to make it 

succeed. If  Uembor btster continue to UIBO this forum to pursue narrowly 

conceived interests rather than to utilire it am a collective inrttument f(.Br 

solving global problems and achieving shared goals, and if the nations of the 

world continue to be torn by conflict and rivalry and afflicted by mutual 

mistrust. intolerance and prejudice, then the international bodies they set up 

cr.tn hardly be expsctad to rise above thoae shortcomings. Viewed from thst 

perspactlve. perhap the more relevant. observat.ion to be made about. t.hs 

achievement8 of the United Nations 80 far is not that it has foiled to real!ze 

so many of its stated objectives, but that, despite inherent limitations, it 

has accompliahsd IJO much. 

Sim.ilarly, the restructuring and revitalisation of the IJnited Nations in 

the economic arld social fields is a timely and essential exarciae. Not only 

have the relevance and efficacy of the Economic and Social Council come 

increasingly into question over the years, but it has also been subjected to 

eclipse and marginalization, particularly throughout the years of the cold 

var. Jn our view, the authority and role of the Economic and Social Council 

should continue to be strengthened so that it m&y be enabled to perform the 

functions originally envisaged for it in the Charter. That would enable it to 

provide overall direction and guidance to Member States and the relevant 

bodies and agencies within the United Nations system, within the framework of 

its task of policy formulation and coordination in the economic and social 

fields. 

It is therefore greatly encouraging to see the Economic and Social 

Council enl.er!ng on a new lease on life and growing relevance. As it is a 

principal o-gan of the United Natic,ns, it is important. that its role and 
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function in t.ho economic sad 8OciOl activitlom of the United Ratloar be 

roa~eortud. Thir pear.8 recond regular @oralon of the Council maw the 

introduction of sipaificant structural changer and innovations and made what. 

may prove to be a lasting imprint on its work and l ff~ctiveaorm. 
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The firnt steps were taksn \n remponme to the long-overdue need tft 

enhance the functioning of rho Economic and Social Council 00 (II to enal~lo It 

to affectively redremm the continuing crimim in doveloprnent, the increasing 

impoverimhment of the developing countrlem, and the widening gap between them 

and the developed countries. Consenmum remolution 45/164 achieved thin year 

at the resumed meetingm of the fcrty-fifth mesmion of the General Assembly - II 

resolution which includom the bamic principlem and guidelines for the 

rertructuring and revitalixation of the United Nations in the economic, social 

and related fields - is also an encouragiq step in the right direction. 

Obviously, thoreforo, a revitalised tconomic and Social Council would 

have a crucial role to play in carrying forward much major international 

economic undertaking8 3s the reactivation of the North-South dialogue. In 

this connection, we believe that the Council should play its proper role in 

the full and effective implementation of the commitments and policies for 

international development cooperation. 

It is within thin context that we should approach our review of the 

subsidiary organs of the Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly 

in the economic and social fields. In doing 10, however, my delegation would 

like to caution th,~t any such review of procedures, structures and functions 

should be carried out for the purpose of achieving a more effective and 

efficient functioning of the intergovernmental machinery of the United Nations 

system. It is >:lear that if the Council needs to be strengthened in order to 

be able to operate as originally intended by the Charter, then these 

subsidiary bodies also need to be enhanced in an attempt to optimise them as 

instruments for achieving the objectives which the Council has set itself. 
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Cur delegation believes that the restructuring aud revitalisation of the 

subsidiary machinery in the econoaic , social aad related fields is a process 

which must ba undertaken in phases aud should encompass all related bodies. 

In this regard, my delegation reaffirm the need to establish criteria for 

carrying out a restructurilag of the subsidiary prachinery. My delegation 

concurs with the vieu that this exercise should lm carried out with the 

objective of iaproving the fuactions of the United Hations bodies and their 

capacity to deliver results, telcing into account the needs, concerns and 

intorests of the developing countries. We need aiso to strengthen the 

regional economic coaaisrrious of the United Hations syrteu. Regional 

approaches are increasingly important in dealing with differentiated social 

aud 8coxw~ic problems, and a8 a basi8 for concerting action among Member 

States. Particular attention also need8 to be paid to those bodies that hiWe 

not effectively performed the tasks for uhich they were established. 

Furthermore, in order to avoid the problems of overlapping and duplication of 

activities, programme objectives need to be compared. 

As to the aethodology of the reviev, it i8 my delegation's opinion that, 

a8 we now have approximately 150 bodies operating in the iutergovermeatal 

machinery, it is necessary to fOCU8 on those hodfes that are not performing 

their tasks effectively. My delegation cau concur with the suggested list of 

bodies that have already been identified for review: the Intergovernmental 

Coanrittee for Science aud Technology for Development 8nd its advisory body, 

the hdvi~ory Coaaittee on Science aad Techuology for Development; the 

Committee on the Development and Utilisation of Uew and Reuevable Sources of 

Energy$ the Comnittee on Uatural Be8ouree8; and the High-level Comnittee on 

the Review of Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries. However, we 
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hope that this list reprssents only the first stnqe and is not exhaustive or 

final. turthermors, it iS algo nOr!e66ary LO 8nnly6e the reporting criteria 

with the objective of their simplification. 

ID COnC1u6iOn. my deleqat.ton would like t.0 stress once aqain the 

important role of the United Nations in international economic cooperation. 

especially in promoting development and in responding effectively to the need6 

01 the developlnq countries. We alao resolve to strive to make the United 

Nation6 a more democratic, effective end afficient orqanirntion 60 that it may 

be able to meet new and emerging challenges. In all its intergovernmental 

structures, the United Nationa must promote a more equitable and balanced 

representation of its Member6 60 a6 to reflect the increased membership and 

the ideal that it6 decision-makinq process should be more democratic and 

transparent. We are at the same time very much aware that, while the 

restructuring and revitalization process is essential, for the Orgauixation to 

be effective the political will of all its Member State6 is imperative. 

Mr, HQQeE. (United States of America): The Preamble to the Charter 

of the United Nations atates a determination: 

"to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger 

freedom, and . . . to employ international machinery for the promotion of 

the economic and social advancement of all peoples". 

We have not yet achieved the promise or fulfilled the obligation of those 

words. We have not marshalled enough priority, will or resources. We have 

not got our act toqether. Hence, the profound need to restructure and 

rovitalize the United Nations economic and social activities. 



At the ronumed meetinga of the General Assembly last c.pring, the Unitad 

Stntsr supported effort0 to produce a consenrus resolut.ion entit.lsd 

“Restructuring and revitalisation of the IJnited Nations in the econonlc, 

social and related f  islda”, which called for chanqen to be implsment.ed next 

yeor. Of these, WI consider to be especially important a clarification and 

tightening of links between the various elements of the United Natlonn OyOtOm. 

including the Secretariat and intergovernmental bodies. Reform ahouid take 

place in the context of improved coordination in the United Nations system. 

both between the Secretariat and agencies, and betwoen the Cscretariat-agency 

system and the relevant intergovernmental organs. Guidance ehould flow in a 

cycle from the intergovernmental bodies to the agencies. In turn, the 

Secretariat-agencies should provide information and suggestions back to the 

intergovernmental bodies, such aa the Economic and Social Council, 8~) that 

they can follow up. 

Last. surmner in Geneva, my delegation was pleased to participate in the 

second regular aeasion of the Economic and Social Council for 1991, the theme 

of which at that time was the atrengtheninq of multilateral cooperation in 

international economic affairs. It wa8 gratifying to note how the process of 

restructuring and revitalixing the Council was already beginning to bear borne 

fruit. The very useful sunmnary given by the Preaident of the Council in the 

general debate demonstrated that the Council succeeded in several ways in 

engaging itself: 
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"within the process of revitalisation, contributing to better mutual 

understanding between countries and groupa of couutries and thus laying 

firmer foundations for collective action capable of securing the approval 

aud, what is more, the participation and active support of all tbe 

countries aad agencies conceruedW. 

The Council undertook the first formal thematic analysis of a major 

Policy theme, discussing tbe question of resource flows to the developing 

world, given the emergence of former Eastern bloc States into the world 

economy. Aud the Council's discussion on various economic consequences of tbe 

Gulf crisis further testified to its potential as a forum for analysing a 

gripping current event without the pressure of having to produce a consensus 

resolution for the record. 

!Pbese various changes are designed to begin the transformation of the 

Economic and Social Council into a more useful meaber of the United Nations 

family by provid&g it with a more clearly differentiated role, one tbat is 

more substantive and more educational in nature. We see tbe Council as a true 

m for discussion, au intergovernmsntal body for the review and 

coordination of United pations agencies, both a de facto preparatory comittee 

for the General Assembllp in its areas and the General Assembly's effective arm 

in the economic and social realms. We look forward to working togethez with 

colleagues on the better definition and implementation of these functions. 
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Now, i-diatoly. we look forward to another elensnt of reform! the 

Genera1 Assembly’6 tevler of the operations of the nubaldlary bodlen wlthln 

its mandate, to improve the performance of the overall United Nations system. 

informal discussions have been under way for month8 on thla subject, and uo 

hope that useful reaulta can soon be produced. We believe the time has come 

to review the whole body of l ubaidlary oryans, with an eye to determining 

whether their mandates are at.111 valid, their organiratlon and rosourcem 

appropr late. and their accompllehments of value. We have formed no 

preconceived judgemeat on these questions or on any particular body. We are 

also cormltted to the concept that reform should be deliberative and prudent, 

taken in small steps and continuous. 

The report of the Secretary-General on restructuring and revitalisation 

of the United Nation@ in economic, social and related fields has just been 

released. Uy delegation intends to study it with care and looks forward to 

using it in the discussions, hopefully fruitful. that are to take place. 

m (interpretation from French): We have heard ths last 

speaker in the general debate on this item. 

Ambassador Shihabi has aaked me to inform members that he has undertaken 

consultations with all Member States on the manner in which negotiations on a 

draft resolution on this item are to be carried out, and that he will in due 

Cours6 inform the Assembly of the outcome of these consultations. 

PROCRANKE OF WORK 

The PRB (interpretation from French): At the request of 

Ambassador Shihabi, I should also like to inform Members of the following 

changes in the Assembly’s programme of work: 
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First, at tati request of the apoasore , consideration of agenda item 30, 

Tooperation between the United Hations aad the Orgaaiaation of African 

onity", wbicb was originally scheduled for this smraing, is postponed to 

Friday, 8 Hovember, in tho morning. 

Secondly, also at the reguest of the sponsor, agenda item 142, "Xecesaity 

of ending the economic, commercial and financial embargo iaqoaed by the United 

States of herica against Cuba", is postponed to Wednesday, 13 November. in 

the afternoon. 

Thirdly, under agenda item 13. "Report of the International Court of 

Justice", on PAday* 8 November, the Assembly will hear statements by the 

Secretary-General and the President of the Court. 

Finally, I wish to draw Members' attention to the fact that the meeting 

for the aanouacement of voluntary contributions to the 1992 programne of the 

Office of the United Bations High Coarsiaaiomer for Refugees will be held on 

Tuesday, 12 fSovember, in the afternoon, aad sot in the morning as previously 

WOtWCSd . 

The meetina rose at 1.05 P.m. 


